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On September 25, in a ceremony at the Organization of American States (OAS) headquarters in Washington, 
D.C., the OAS amended its charter to allow the hemisphere=s governments to ostracize from the group any 
government coming to power by coup. This welcome step underlined the growing consensus in the region that 
maintaining constitutional, democratic governments is in each nation=s best interests.  And indeed, with scant 
exceptions, the region comprising Latin America and the Caribbean stood out as one of the few parts of the 
world where elected civilian government seemed firmly ensconced.  

The history of the area makes clear that elected governments have offered the greatest possibility for 
enjoyment of human rights; in the past, the rupture of constitutional order in every case brought serious and 
systematic human rights violations.  In this sense, the 1997 congressional and municipal elections in Mexico, the 
first in which opposition parties could compete with the long-governing Party of the Institutionalized Revolution 
(Partido de la Revolución Institucionalizada, PRI) on a level playing field, marked a significant step forward for 
democracy in the region. CubaCwhere an unelected government completed thirty-eight years in powerCremained 
the exception to the trend toward greater political space. 

But while elected government may be a precondition for human rights to be respected, the region=s dismal 
record shows that it is by no means sufficient.  Massive and serious human rights violations plagued the region in 
1997, regardless of the regular alternation in power of elected governments.  Indeed, the lack of respect for 
human rights in countries as diverse as Colombia, Peru, Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, and the Dominican Republic 
showed that elections are only the first step toward genuine democracy. Massacres, extrajudicial executions, 
disappearances, torture and other forms of police  

 
brutality, along with inhumane prison conditions stubbornly continued. 

Many of the region=s elected governments accepted legitimate criticism of their abusive human rights 
practices, abandoning the defensive reactions of the past.  Many realized they stood only to benefit from opening 
communication with human rights monitors. The exceptions remained the governments of Fidel Castro in Cuba, which 
continued to deny international human rights groups access to the island while harassing and prosecuting those 
attempting to monitor rights domestically; the government of Alberto Fujimori in Peru, which denounced human 
rights groups= motives even as it adopted some of their recommendations; and the Ernesto Zedillo government in 
Mexico, which admitted to shortcomings in police behavior but expelled international human rights monitors and 
categorically rejected their findings.  Indeed, the only governments in the region which continued to violate human 
rights as part of central government policy were Cuba and Peru. 

Even governments that accepted international criticism failed to make human rights protection a priority by 
designing programs and dedicating resources to the eradication of torture, police brutality, arbitrary detention, 
and other widespread abuses, as well as the impunity with which these acts were committed.  
 

Human Rights Developments 

In Colombia, thirty-five massacres claimed the lives of 272 individuals in the first eight months of the year, and 
some 450 more died in individual political assassinations during the same period.  The bulk of the carnage was 
attributable to paramilitary groups, usually working with military acquiescence and in some cases with military 
support; according to the Colombian Commission of Jurists (CCJ), a respected human rights organization, 76 percent 
of the human rights violations recorded in 1997 were the work of paramilitaries, 17 percent were the work of 
guerrillas, and 7 percent were the work of state agents.  In Peru, torture remained a common practice employed 
by police against both accused terrorists and common criminal suspects, and even against a member of the army 



intelligence service accused of leaking information to the press. In Mexico, political violence in rural areasCin 
some cases with official involvement or acquiescenceCremained acute, and the justice system showed a marked 
tendency to be lenient with the government=s supporters and severe with its opponents.  In Brazil, amateur 
videotapes capturing random police brutality shocked a nation seemingly inured to the fate of criminal suspects.  
In Venezuela, security forces resorted to systematic abuses, including torture, extrajudicial executions, and the 
disproportionate use of lethal force in their efforts to control crime in urban areas. 

President Fujimori=s government in Peru demonstrated its lack of respect for the rule of law by a dizzying 
series of maneuvers including the sacking of three of the seven members of the Constitutional Court after they 
ruled against a third presidential term for Fujimori.  The judges= removal effectively put the court out of business 
for settling constitutional conflicts.   

Prison conditions in many parts of the region were so bad as to constitute serious human rights violations, 
and a majority of those held had not been convicted of any crime; indeed, some detainees were held for years in 
preventive detention, in violation of the presumption of innocence.  Some 90 percent of Honduran, Paraguayan, and 
Uruguayan inmates were unsentenced, while in the Dominican Republic, Panama, Haiti, El Salvador, Peru, and 
Venezuela, the proportion of unsentenced inmates ranged from 65 to 85 percent.  In the Dominican Republic, we 
found one prisoner who had been held for ten years without trial.   

Meanwhile, in a serious setback to international human rights protection mechanisms, Jamaica announced in 
late October that it would become the first country in the world to withdraw from the Optional Protocol to the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.  North Korea renounced the covenant itself in August.  The 
Jamaican move, which will have the effect of preventing individuals whose rights may have been violated by the 
Jamaican government from appealing to the United Nations Human Rights Committee, was apparently intended to 
deny death row inmates an opportunity for U.N. review.   

While the overall picture in 1997 was of continued serious violations, several positive developments occurred.  
The signing of a final peace agreement in Guatemala, bringing an end to three decades of armed conflict, 
contributed to a continuing decline in the number of human rights violations linked to counterinsurgency 
operations. Peru=s government in October suspended the use of Afaceless courts@ to try terrorist suspects.  Those 
courts had presented numerous and profound due process violations.  Persons accused of the aggravated form of 
terrorism, in Peru termed Atreason,@ will continue to be tried by military courts, although the judges will no 
longer remain anonymous.   The amendment of Brazil=s criminal code to codify torture as a crime marked a step 
forward in an effort to eradicate that practice. And in Colombia, President Ernesto Samper introduced two pieces 
of important legislation: one, would ensure that gross violations of human rights be prosecuted in civilian, rather 
than military courts, and a second would make forced disappearance a crime. In Venezuela, the Supreme Court on 
October 14 knocked down as unconstitutional a 1956 vagrancy law which allowed administrative detention for up to 
five years of possible delinquents without proof of individual wrongdoing. 

Perhaps the most ominous development in 1997 was the persecution in several countries of some of the region=s 
most outstanding reporters and news media.  Thin-skinned officials in Panama, Argentina, and Peru lashed out at 
their critics among the press, demonstrating an intolerance for criticism more characteristic of authoritarian 
regimes than democratic governments.  In Cuba, harassment of the small independent press corps continued 
unabated.  

In Argentina, in January, news photographer José Luis Cabezas was handcuffed, beaten, shot dead and set on 
fire, in a chilling reminder of the dangers of investigating police corruption. At this writing, three provincial 
police officers have been detained in connection with the case.  On September 11, the only Argentine Navy officer 
to have voluntarily confessed to serious human rights abuses during the military dictatorships from 1976 to 1983 was 
abducted by armed men with police credentials.  During the two hours he was held, former Capt. Adolfo Scilingo 
was beaten and threatened, and the initials of journalists to whom he had told his story were carved in his face. 
His captors threatened to kill Scilingo as well as those journalists: Mariano Grondona, Magdalena Ruiz Guiñazú, and 



Horacio Verbitsky. President Carlos Menem=s reaction to this gangland-style incident, in which he suggested that 
Scilingo was not to be believed, followed unfortunate comments he had made shortly before the attack, in which 
Menem appeared to suggest that the limits of press freedoms could be determined by violence.   

The government of Ernesto Pérez Balladares in Panama took steps to suppress freedom of expression by 
setting in motion a deportation order against Peruvian journalist Gustavo Gorriti, associate editor of the daily La 
Prensa. Gorriti=s articles covering corruption in official circles irked those in power, who sought to oust the 
award-winning reporter based on specious legal grounds. Gorriti=s investigative unit had written about drug money 
flowing into President Pérez Balladares=s campaign and alleged irregularities in the accumulation of television 
networks by the president=s cousin.  However, in a significant victory for press freedom, the government reversed 
itself in October, allowing La Prensa to retain Gorriti in a senior position in Panama and vowing to seek 
derogation of legislation limiting the role of foreign nationals in the media. 

 
In Peru, the government launched a campaign against the Israeli-born majority shareholder in Lima=s Channel 2 

television, Baruch Ivcher Bronstein.  Channel 2 was the first to broadcast an interview with Leonor La Rosa, an 
army intelligence agent severely tortured by her employers on suspicion of having leaked information about 
planned persecution of the press.  An escalating campaign of harassment against Ivcher culminated in the July 13 
revocation of his Peruvian nationality, followed by takeover of the television station by the pro-government 
minority shareholders.  Other journalists faced serious harassment, including Blanca Rosales, managing editor of 
the daily La República, who was abducted, beaten, and threatened by unidentified armed men before being released.   

Cuban authorities continued to intimidate journalists. Among those arrested were Héctor Peraza Linares, 
codirector of the Habana Press news agency, and Raúl Rivero, the head of Cuba Press. On February 26, a group of 
government supporters gathered outside the homes of Cuba Press journalists Tania Quintero and Ana Luisa Baeza, 
throwing objects and shouting.  Joaquín Torres Alvarez, the director of Habana Press, was beaten in May by several 
assailants whom he later identified as members of the State Security forces and representatives of his 
neighborhood=s communist party office.  

In Mexico, gunmen murdered Jesús Bueno León of the Guerrero state weekly 7 Días; Bueno had written that he 
believed state officials planned to kill him in retaliation for his reporting. After covering police excesses in 
Mexico City in September, four reporters were abducted and tortured by unidentified assailants.  

In December 1996, a new series of television regulations went into effect in Colombia, including limitations on 
the broadcasting of violent images which could, if enforced, seriously restrict news coverage, among other things, 
the measures restricted airing statements from guerrilla or other criminal organizations. Although the regulations 
have not produced attempts at censorship as of this writing, their implementation granted the government 
tremendous leeway to limit television coverage. Colombian cameraman Ricardo Velez fled the country in September 
after receiving serious threats on his life related to a suit for damages he filed against the army.  Soldiers had 
beaten Velez while he filmed repression of a protest march in 1996. 

In June, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights published a report finding that the government of 
Chile had violated the right to freedom of expression by banning the sale of a book written by Francisco Martorell 
in 1993.  The book, Diplomatic Impunity, concerned the circumstances leading up to the departure of the former 
ambassador of Argentina in Chile, Oscar Spinosa Melo. The commission called on the government of Chile to lift 
the ban on the book. 

Meanwhile, when President Rafael Caldera of Venezuela recommended that a November 1997 Iberoamerican summit 
in Caracas suggest measures to protect the Aright to truthful information,@ this conceptCsuggesting 
governmental control over press contentCprovoking well-deserved approbrium from press watchdog groups.  

  
The Right to Monitor 

Human rights monitors continued to face threats, harassment, and physical violence in several countries in the 



region, and in many cases governments failed to take measures to investigate, prosecute, and punish those 
responsible.  In a dangerous continent, Colombia remained the killing field for human rights defenders. Mario 
Calderón and Elsa Alvarado of the Center for Research and Popular Education (Centro de Investigación y Educación 
Popular, CINEP) were killed by masked gunmen in their Bogotá apartment, apparently in retaliation for their human 
rights work. Alvarado=s father was also killed and her mother seriously wounded in the same incident. On 
September 28, authorities arrested five people who may have taken part in the killing. Among the other human 
rights monitors killed by unidentified gunmen in Colombia in apparent retaliation for their work were Nazareno de 
Jesús Rivera of the Segovia Human Rights Committee, Margarita Guzmán a former colleague who pressed for an 
investigation, and Víctor Julio Garzón, a member of the all-but-extinguished Meta Civic Committee for Human Rights. 
 A third member of the Segovia Human Rights Committee, Jaime Ortiz Londoño, was forcibly disappeared.  Several 
other monitors have been forced to leave the country because of death threats. On October 26, the guerrilla group 
known as the National Liberation Army (Ejército de Liberación Nacional, ELN) kidnapped two election observers 
from the Organization of American States in an effort to frustrate municipal elections.  The guerrillas freed the 
observers after more than a week.   

In Cuba, where monitoring the human rights policies of the government runs afoul of numerous provisions of 
the penal code restricting free expression and association, those who attempted to defend human rights faced 
harassment and prosecution.  On July 15, authorities detained human rights lawyer René Gómez Manzano along with 
three other prominent dissidents. At this writing, the four leaders remain in prison facing possible trial for 
enemy propaganda. 

Human rights advocate Francisco Soberón, head of Peru=s Pro-Human Rights Association (Asociación Pro-
Derechos Humanos, APRODEH), faced repeated anonymous death threats apparently in retaliation for APRODEH=s 
defense of a respected judge facing arbitrary legal proceedings and a police whistle-blower facing persecution. 
  

In Bolivia, National Police agents arrested Waldo Albarracín, president of the Permanent Assembly of Human 
Rights (Asamblea Permanente de Derechos Humanos, APDH) on January 25 and allegedly tortured him for over three 
hours.  The police agents reportedly beat Albarracín all over his body, including his genitalia, subjected him to 
death threats and near-asphyxiation. Albarracín was later hospitalized with serious wounds.   

Church-related human rights groups in Mexico continued to come under attack. Padre Camilo Daniel, founder of 
Chihuahua=s Commission of Solidarity and Defense of Human Rights (Comisión de Solidaridad y Defensa de los Derechos 
Humanos, COSYDDHAC), and his secretary were threatened with death in January. On February 15, armed men ambushed 
a group of investigators from the Fray Bartolomé de las Casas Human Rights Center in the Chiapas town of 
Sabanilla, wounding José Montero in the arm.  Also in Chiapas, assailants tried unsuccessfully to burn the offices 
of the Coordinating Group of Nongovernmental Organizations for Peace (Coordinadora de Organismos No 
Gubernamentales por la Paz, CONPAZ).  

In Venezuela, members of the Human Rights Office of the Vicariate of Puerto Ayacucho, state of Amazonas, came 
under attack for their work on behalf of the Amazonian Indians. Following inflammatory criticism of the office by 
local politicians and members of the regional government, two vehicles belonging to the office were damaged by 
acid.   

In November, Human Rights Watch honored Carlos Rodríguez Mejía, a distinguished human rights attorney from the 
Bogotá-based Colombian Commission of Jurists (Comisión Colombiana de Juristas, CCJ), in our annual celebration of 
human rights monitors from around the world.  Rodríguez is a founding member of the CCJ, one of Colombia=s most 
effective human rights groups.  It was largely through Rodríguez=s efforts that the U.N. agreed to set up a special 
office of its High Commissioner for Human Rights in Bogotá to press the government to protect human rights. 

    
The Role of the  

International Community 



    
United Nations 
The presence of the United Nations human rights mission in Guatemala, known as MINUGUA, continued to contribute to 
reduced levels of politically motivated human rights violations.  Nonetheless, the mission=s prestige suffered a blow 
with the delay in publication of its investigation into the forced disappearance of a guerrilla captured by the 
army in October 1996.  To its credit, MINUGUA continued to press the case despite stonewalling by the government. 
  

The U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights opened a field office in Colombia, a long-awaited move that held 
the promise of reducing violations. In April, the U.N. Human Rights Committee in New York lamented that Agross and 
massive human rights violations continue to occur in Colombia.@ It expressed its Adeep concern@ over evidence that 
paramilitary groups Areceive support from members of the military@ and that Aimpunity continues to be a 
widespread phenomenon.@ Torture in Mexico also received well-deserved scrutiny from the U.N.  In its conclusions 
reached in April, the Committee Against Torture praised legal reforms but  strongly faulted the systematic 
practice of torture in the country. In August, Nigel Rodley, the U.N. special rapporteur on torture, visited Mexico to 
document the nature and extent of violations.  
 
United States 
The State Department's annual Country Reports on Human Rights Practices provided an accurate and detailed 
description of the human rights problems and practices in the region.  In a departure from past practice, the 
Clinton administration in 1997 also took steps to raise human rights issues to a more prominent position in its 
agenda with the region, on some occasions issuing public statements in countries where it had previously been 
silent.  In Colombia, the U.S. embassy publicly expressed its concern over military authorities= verbal attacks on 
civilian investigators who linked Gen. Farouk Yanine to the Puerto Araujo massacre, the first time it had spoken 
publicly on a human rights case.  And despite strong pressure from members of Congress eager to fund Colombian 
anti-narcotics campaigns regardless of human rights violations by the army, the Clinton administration held up aid 
to the military until August, when the Colombian armed forces agreed to human rights conditions. At this writing, 
it is unclear how the conditions will be implemented and to what extent the U.S., in making aid determinations, 
will rely exclusively on the Colombian defense ministry=s evaluation of its own troops= human rights record. 

In Peru, U.S. officials issued strong statements on the sacking of three members of the Constitutional Court 
and on the revocation of Ivcher=s citizenship.  Meanwhile, private pressure from the administration contributed 
significantly to convincing the government of Panama to reverse its plan to deport investigative journalist 
Gustavo Gorriti. In particular, the influence exerted by First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton during her visit to Panama 
in October appeared to have had an important impact. In Mexico, Secretary of State Madeleine Albright met with 
local human rights organizations, a significant symbolic action given the hostility these groups face from the 
authorities.  

Efforts to make public the U.S. role in past human rights violations in the region inched forward, as the 
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) completed, but did not make public, an internal study of its ties to a military 
death squad in Honduras.  CIA documents released in August confirmed that the agency knew about the interrogation 
and torture of civilians by that unit in the 1980s and that agents visited at least one of its clandestine 
prisoners. Documents declassified in 1997 about U.S. involvement in the coup that overthrew the elected government 
of Jacobo Arbenz in Guatemala in 1954 provided a chilling inside look at the methods used and promoted by the 
agency, including targeted political assassination and mass murder.   

Meanwhile the Clinton administration acted to protect from deportation Emmanuel AToto@ Constant, wanted in 
Haiti for massive and serious human rights violations committed by a paramilitary group he headed during the 
military dictatorship.  Constant received CIA payments in Haiti while directing the Front for the Advancement and 
Progress of Haiti (Front pour l=Avancement et Progrés d=Haïti, FRAPH).  Moreover, the U.S. embassy in Port-au-



Prince refused to return to the Haitian government the approximately 160,000 pages of documents and other 
materials seized from FRAPH and Haitian military headquarters in 1994, documents that could assist prosecutors= 
efforts to punish human rights violators. 

While discussions of free trade issues dominated his tour of Latin capitals in October, President Clinton made 
important statements on behalf of freedom of expression in Argentina, where attacks on journalists ascended in 
1997 with apparent government tolerance.  During the president=s trip to Mexico and Central America in May, 
Clinton failed to mention human rights.   

 
European Union 
In December 1996, the European Union Council of Ministers adopted a new, stronger policy toward Cuba, making full 
economic cooperation conditional on human rights improvements. Unfortunately, European investors in Cuba, as well 
as Canadians and others, failed to adopt effective strategies to ensure respect for labor rights in their Cuban 
workplaces, where government-dominated projects denied basic rights of free association and speech.  

An effort by Mexico to negotiate a trade and political cooperation agreement with the European Union without 
the E.U.=s standard human rights clause was defeated when the Zedillo government, in July, agreed to the insertion 
of the full human rights clause. 

In July, the European Parliament issued a strong resolution calling on the Fujimori government to reinstate 
the magistrates of the Constitutional Court who had been dismissed by the Congress; to guarantee freedom of 
expression; and to abolish the practice of torture.   

Some European embassies and diplomats took high-profile roles in attempting to lessen political violence and 
the suffering it caused in Colombia. In April, Netherlands Amb. Gysbert Bos made a three-day visit to the Middle 
Magdalena region, in part to draw attention to a rise in paramilitary activity and displacement. The E.U. continued 
to pressure Colombia to improve its human rights record, and announced in September its full support for a 
negotiated settlement to political conflict. 

 
The Work of  

Human Rights Watch 
In 1997, we published book-length reports in English and Spanish on rural violence in Mexico, prison conditions in 
Venezuela, and violations of children=s rights in Guatemala.  Our report on police brutality in Brazil was published 
in English and Portuguese.  Human Rights Watch released each report in the respective nation=s capital, followed 
up with a week discussing our conclusions and recommendations with senior government officials, European Union 
and U.S. ambassadors, human rights organizations, and the press.  As part of this and other in-country advocacy 
trips, the division=s executive director met in 1997 with the presidents of Brazil, Colombia, and Venezuela to urge 
attention to human rights violations.   

Several issues we have pressed jointly with other human rights organizations for years produced results in 
1997: In Peru, the government suspended the use of civilian faceless courts used to try terrorist suspects; in 
Brazil, legislation was passed to codify torture; and in Colombia legislation was introduced to try human rights 
cases in ordinary, rather than military courts. Cases that we have litigated before the Inter-American Commission 
on Human Rights and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights together with the Center for Justice and 
International Law (CEJIL) and local partners bore results as well: the court found that the government of Peru 
had violated the American Convention on Human Rights in the detention, torture, rape, and prosecution before 
faceless military and civilian courts of María Elena Loayza Tamayo and ordered her release, a move the government 
complied with shortly thereafter; and the commission mediated a friendly settlement in the case of the 
extrajudicial execution of a human rights activist and wounding of a second in Colotenango, Guatemala, in 1993.  The 
settlement required the government to prosecute and punish those responsible and provide reparations to the 
community for numerous abuses suffered at the hands of military-sponsored civil patrols.  Also in Peru, the 



government released Luis Cantoral Benavides, whose case we had taken to the Inter-American Court of Human 
Rights.  Our legal representation of author Francisco Martorell at the Inter-American Commission also brought a 
victory when the commission in June released its final report on the case, finding Chile had violated his right to 
freedom of expression by banning the sale of his book.  In July 1997, the United States National Administrative 
Office (U.S. NAO, the body charged with hearing cases of alleged violations by Canada or Mexico of the North 
American Agreement on Labor Cooperation, commonly referred to as the labor rights side agreement of the North 
American Free Trade Agreement, NAFTA) accepted for review a petition filed by Human Rights Watch and the 
National Association of Democratic Lawyers (Asociación Nacional de Abogados Democráticos),  which charged the 
Mexican government with failure to enforce its domestic labor code or set up effective mechanisms to adjudicate 
labor disputes.  The U.S. NAO was expected to issue its findings by the end of November 1997.  

In June, a campaign we organized involving press, regional governments, and human rights organizations from 
several countries succeeded in defeating a candidate promoted by Guatemala to join the Inter-American Commission 
on Human Rights.  The candidate=s career of political alliances with military dictators made him unsuitable for the 
post.  We also protested violations of freedom of expression across the continent and pressed the Clinton 
administration to raise the issue during the president=s October trip to Latin America. 
 
For a listing of relevant reports and missions, see page 459 at the end of this report. Partial listings also 
follow each country chapter. 

BRAZIL 

    
Human Rights Developments   

Several well-publicized incidents of police brutality and corruption constituted the principal human rights 
developments in 1997 in Brazil.  Despite encouraging good faith efforts by many authorities, including at the 
federal executive level, human rights violations continued to be severe and varied. 

On March 31, Brazil=s widely viewed television news program Jornal Nacional broadcast an amateur video 
showing military police extorting, beating, torturing, and humiliating persons randomly stopped at a roadblock in 
Diadema, a working class suburb of São Paulo.  In one scene, the police without provocation shot and killed an 
unarmed passenger in a car after a random stop.  The explicit images, which were filmed on at least two separate 
occasions, sent shock waves throughout Brazil and the world.  The videos confirmed what human rights groups had 
been reporting about the frequently violent and unprofessional nature of military police in São Paulo. Subsequent 
journalistic investigations revealed that dozens of complaints about these kinds of violence and corruption had 
been lodged with police authorities in Diadema in the months preceding the March televised incident, without 
results. 

A week later, on April 7, the same national news program exhibited another amateur video, this time depicting 
extortion, severe beatings, and humiliations inflicted by the Rio de Janeiro military police in Cidade de Deus, a poor 
community on the city=s outskirts. The Cidade de Deus video shifted the focus of debate to the national nature of the 
problem, as well as to programs of the Rio State Secretariat of Public Security that promoted and paid bonuses 
to police officers involved in acts of bravery.  In the days following the video=s airing, reports surfaced 
demonstrating that three of the six policemen involved were receiving monthly pay bonuses for bravery. In the 
midst of this debate, Human Rights Watch noted, in a detailed report released at this time that, in practice, 
Abravery@ bonuses were awarded to police officers that had killed criminal suspects, regardless of the 
circumstances.  Human Rights Watch=s research showed that in a one-year period, from May 1995 to April 1996, at 
least 179 police officers were promoted in Rio de Janeiro in connection with incidents that claimed the lives of 
seventy-two civilians and six police officers.  The victims= autopsy reports showed that in some of these cases, 
they were the victims of summary executions, rather than shootouts, as the reports authorizing bravery rewards 
contended.  



Throughout 1997, Rio de Janeiro authorities continued to promote and pay bonuses to police involved in acts of 
bravery.  In April, the Bar Association of Rio de Janeiro, citing the Human Rights Watch report, filed an 
unsuccessful challenge to the constitutionality of the bravery measures in state court.  Following reports in 
September in Rio dailies to the effect that fourteen ranking military police officers indicted for their 
involvement in a gambling racket had received pay raises and promotions for bravery, State Representative Carlos 
Minc introduced legislation into the Rio State Legislative Assembly seeking to limit the bonuses and promotions to 
police not facing indictment for serious crimes.  In October, the Superior Institute of Religious Studies (Instituto 
Superior de Estudos Relgiosos, ISER) a leading nongovernmental organization (NGO), released a report 
demonstrating that the Rio police had killed at least 942 civilians in the period from January 1, 1993 through July 
31, 1996.  The ISER study included analysis of the autopsy reports demonstrating that at least forty of these 942 
civilians had been shot at point- blank range.  Figures regarding the high incidence of bullets to victims= heads 
and chests and the percentage of shots from behind suggested that the number of summary executions may well 
have been substantially higher.  The study also demonstrated that the number of persons killed by the police in the 
city of Rio rose from sixteen per month prior to May 1995, when the current public security secretary, Gen. Nilton 
Cerqueira, assumed control of Rio police forces, to thirty-two per month afterwards.  In this same period, the Rio 
police killed 3.4 times as many civilians as they wounded. 

Despite attention focused on the São Paulo military police due to the Diadema incident, official figures showed 
that in 1997 military police killings of civilians in the state continued to decline.  In the first eight months of 
1997, military police in the São Paulo metropolitan area killed eighty-six civilians while on duty and fifty-one 
more while off duty.  In those same eight months, the military police suffered eight fatalities on duty and twenty-
four off-duty deaths.  In 1996, the number of civilians killed by military police in São Paulo, both on and off duty 
had fallen to 183, the lowest full-year total in a decade.  Twenty-seven police (twenty-one while off duty) were 
killed during this same period.  By contrast, four years earlier, in 1992, the military police killed 1,190 civilians in 
São Paulo while suffering fifty-five fatalities.  These reductions were widely believed to be related to the 
creation and continued operation of the Office of the Ombudsman for the Police, as well as a state program 
(Programa de Acompanhamento de Policiais Envolvidos em Ocorrências de Alto Risco-PROAR) that required police 
officers to be removed from street duty, at least temporarily, when involved in fatal shootings. In December 1995, 
the State Secretariat of Public Security had extended the PROAR program to include police officers involved in 
killings while off duty. 

Nonetheless, throughout 1997, São Paulo police violated basic human rights.  On May 20, military police stormed 
the Fazenda da Juta housing complex, which had been occupied by squatters for several months. When the squatters 
resisted eviction by throwing rocks and sticks, the police, not specially trained for such operations and without 
adequate equipment such as shields and helmets, fired at the squatters, killing three.  One of the victims was 
killed by a single bullet to the back of the head, suggesting a summary execution. Another squatter was killed by 
bullets to the chest, which a police officer contended he fired in self-defense after being knocked to the 
ground.  The coroner=s report, however, indicated the victim had been shot twice through the chest in a straight 
line, casting doubt on the police officer=s version of events. 

In September, the involvement of two São Paulo military police officers in the kidnapping and murder of an 
eight-year-old boy prompted the State Secretary of Public Security to fire the commander of the State Military 
Police.  During the same week, in Brasília, military police officers orchestrated the kidnapping of the young 
daughter of a federal congressman, who was released after a rescue operation.  These two incidents once again 
prompted intense debate on the issue of police violence and corruption. 

In April and May, shortly after the images in Diadema and Cidade de Deus aired on television, a special state 
parliamentary inquiry in Minas Gerais state gathered evidence of the widespread practice of torture in police 
precincts in Belo Horizonte.  Members of the state parliamentary inquiry commission appeared in one infamous 
precinct with a video camera and filmed a room that detainees had described as a torture center.  The video 



corroborated the statements given to the parliamentary commission both in terms of the location of the torture 
center and its characteristics: the room included rivets to hang a Aparrot=s perch,@ a bar on which prisoners are 
extended during torture sessions, and a water faucet and two exposed wires, presumably used for electric shock 
torture.  Despite this and other evidence, Minas Gerais Gov. Eduardo Azeredo denied that the police in Minas Gerais 
practiced torture and refused to order a full investigation. 

Two months later, the Minas Gerais military police organized a massive strike. Demanding higher 
wagesCmilitary police in Minas Gerais received a starting wage of roughly U.S.$400 per monthCthe police 
organized a strike that paralyzed the state for two weeks in June.  By the end of the month, the governor ceded 
to the striking police officers= demands, authorizing a 50 percent base salary hike.  The Minas Gerais dispute 
touched off similar protests or wage demands in more than a dozen other Brazilian states in July and August. 

Prompted by this police unrest as well as increasing popular and media attention to the severe problem of 
police corruption and violence, a national working group led by newly appointed National Secretary for Human 
Rights José Gregori studied needed changes to improve public security throughout Brazil.  In September, as a result 
of the work of these groups, President Fernando Henrique Cardoso proposed a series of legislative and 
constitutional modifications in police structure, including an amendment to eliminate military courts entirely, to 
authorize the states to unify the civil and military police should they so choose, and to protect witnesses to 
incidents of police abuse.  If implemented, these measures could significantly reduce the incidence of gross human 
rights violations committed by state agents. However, it was unclear whether these reforms would be given priority 
by Brazil=s Congress, whose record for enacting human rights measures continued to be poor in 1997.  At this 
writing, the legislative package is still pending in Congress. So, too, are dozens of other important proposals 
included in the National Human Rights Plan, released on May 13, 1996.  Since then, the Brazilian Congress managed 
to approve only a handful of measures. Apart from a law criminalizing torture passed in the wake of the Diadema 
incident, the only other public security reform passed by Congress since the plan=s release was Law 9.437, which 
criminalized illegal weapons possessions, signed into law on February 20. 

 Prison conditions throughout Brazil continued to violate international standards in 1997.  The primary 
violations involved official violence directed against detainees or complicity in prisoner-against-prisoner 
violence; overcrowding;  unsanitary conditions; and lack of access to recreation, education and other benefits.  
Substandard conditions were exacerbated in police precincts= detention centers, where prisoners were held for 
months and even years. In São Paulo, nearly 30,000 detainees were held in precincts, which according to the most 
generous official estimates, had capacity for fewer than 16,000.  The São Paulo daily Folha de S. Paulo reported 
eighty rebellions in precincts and eleven more in penitentiaries in the state in the first six months of 1997, up 
from seventy-one rebellions in precincts and eight in penitentiaries in all of 1996. By early October the number 
of revolts in penitentiaries rose to fifteen.  In September, São Paulo authorities announced the signing of 
contracts to build seven prisons with a total capacity for 5,544 detainees.  If completed on schedule, along with 
the planned construction of fourteen more prisons, these centers of detention would provide space for an 
additional 17,520 prisoners by the end of 1998. 

To their credit, São Paulo authorities rarely used deadly force to control prison and precinct rebellions.  This 
was not always the case, however, in all of Brazil in 1997.  On July 29, military police entered the Róger 
penitentiary in João Pessoa, Paraíba, to end a prison riot in which a group of prisoners had seized the warden, 
three guards, and two fellow prisoners as hostages.  Subsequent medical examinations demonstrated that seven of 
the eight prisoners killed had been severely beaten and likely tortured and then summarily executed, a conclusion 
that the state governor himself accepted.  Two months later, military police responded to another rebellion in the 
same facility killing one detainee. Investigations by the João Pessoa municipal human rights commission showed that 
the prisoners were armed with sticks and that the police response was, at a minimum, disproportionate.  In 
October, two more prisoners were killed during an escape attempt. 

The problem of prison and precinct overcrowding was exacerbated in 1997 by the existence of prisoners held 



in these detention facilities beyond the terms of their sentences.  In September, ad hoc investigatory commissions 
composed of members of the State Bar Association, the State Attorney General=s Office and representatives of 
the State Legislative Assembly documented irregularities observed during surprise visits in the state of São Paulo. 
 For example, the ad hoc commissions found several detainees held beyond the terms of their sentences, scores of 
others eligible for parole or early or day release programs, as well as one case of a detainee held for more than 
two years based on a provision which allows thirty-day renewable detention periods.  

In 1997, rural conflicts continued to seize headlines as the Movement of Landless Rural Workers (Movimento dos 
Trabalhadores Rurais Sem Terra, MST) intensified its efforts to force the government to take land reform measures. 
 In numerous incidents throughout 1997, land occupations by the MST and other groups of landless resulted in armed 
conflicts.  According to the Pastoral Land Commission (Comissão Pastoral da Terra, CPT), through mid-October 1997 
twenty-five civilians had been killed in these land conflicts.  While in 1996, the military police were responsible 
for most of those killed in land conflicts (including nineteen squatters in a single incident in El Dorado do 
Carajás on April 17, 1996), in 1997, according to the CPT, hired gunmen killed a much greater proportion of the 
victims in land disputes. 

Figures for 1996 and partial figures for 1997 demonstrated an increase in both the number of land disputes and 
the violence practiced in their resolution.  In 1996, forty-six individuals were killed in land conflicts, an increase 
from the thirty-nine deaths in conflicts registered in 1995.  The CPT also registered a significant rise in the 
number of conflicts in 1996 (653) compared to 1995 (440), as well as the number of persons involved, which rose 
from 318,458 in 1995 to 481,490 in 1997.  Although figures for 1997 were not available, the CPT reported that 
throughout the year, this trend of escalating land conflict and increasingly violent resolution continued in 1997. 

 
 

A positive development in the campaign against rural violence and impunity was the June 27-29 jury trial and 
conviction in Imperatriz, Maranhão state, of three landowners for ordering the 1986 targeted assassination of 
Father Josimo Moraes Tavares, regional director of the Pastoral Land Commission.  Landowners Guiomar Teodoro da 
Silva, Adailson Gomes Vieira and Geraldo Paulo Vieira,  arrested in 1994 and held in pre-trial detention since then, 
were sentenced to fourteen, eighteen and nineteen years= imprisonment, respectively. The conviction of the crime=s 
intellectual authors in this case was exceptional: according to the CPT, of 976 land-related killings and 891 cases 
of attempted homicide registered from 1985 through the beginning of 1997, only fifty-six cases had gone to trial. In 
only fourteen of the trials, those who ordered the killings were prosecuted, with seven cases resulting in 
convictions. 

In an unfortunate use of the criminal justice system against land reform activists, a trial court in Pedro 
Canário, in the eastern state of Espírito Santo, convicted landless leader José Rainha on June 10 for the 1989 
murders of landowner José Machado Neto and military police officer Sérgio Narciso. Despite overwhelming evidence 
that José Rainha was hundreds of miles away when the killings occurred, the jury convicted, and the presiding 
judge sentenced him to twenty-six-and-a-half years in prison, on the grounds that he organized the land 
occupation and helped the peasants leave after the murder.  Witnesses on Rainha=s behalf included a military 
police colonel from Ceará, the former agriculture secretary for Ceará (now a federal congressman), and other 
elected officials from Ceará, all of whom testified that Rainha was in Ceará and not Espírito Santo during the 
time of the land conflict.  The trial was tainted by other irregularities, including the presence of several 
persons on the jury with ties to one of the victims.  At this writing, no date has been set for Rainha=s second 
trial, guaranteed to him under Brazilian law. 

 
Forced labor, the practice whereby laborers are recruited with false promises of high wages and then 

maintained against their will in work camps, continued to occur in 1997, although at rates believed lower than 
prior years.  The CPT=s figures for 1996 showed a significant decline in the number of victims involved in forced 



labor compared with 1995.  While the number of cases of forced labor fell only slightly from twenty-one to 
nineteen, the number of victims plummeted from 26,047 to 2,487.  This dramatic decrease was widely believed to be 
the result of joint programs of civil society, principally the CPT and rural labor unions, and the federal 
government=s Ministry of Labor, particularly in the state of Mato Grosso do Sul.  In that state, in which thousands 
had been held captive in coal pits in prior years, efforts to eliminate forced labor proved successful. In Minas 
Gerais, the work of a parliamentary commission of investigation helped reduce the number of victims of forced 
labor from 10,040 in 1995 to 790 in 1996. 

In September, federal authorities announced plans to expropriate lands used for forced labor.  The minister of 
land affairs announced that those workers who had been forced into debt bondage at the Flor da Mata estate in 
São Félix do Xingu, southern Pará state in the Amazon region, would be settled on the estate and that the 
government would follow this new policy with other areas in which forced labor is practiced.  Legal experts, 
however, argued that such expropriation was beyond the authority of the federal government and required the 
enactment of legislation specifically authorizing such expropriations. At this writing, legislation that would 
empower the federal government to expropriate land used for forced labor operations is pending in Congress. 

After convictions in April and November 1996 in the first two trials of military police officers involved in 
the July 1993 murder of eight sleeping children and adolescents in the Candelária plaza in downtown Rio, 
prosecution efforts suffered serious setbacks in late 1996 and 1997.  First, in December 1996, two police officers 
and one civilian were acquitted after the prosecution failed to press the case against the defendants despite 
strong evidence, including witness statements, attesting to the involvement of two of the men.  Then, in April 
1997, former police officer Nelson Cunha, who had been convicted in November 1996 and sentenced to 261 years in 
prison, was acquitted of all homicide charges by a second jury.  This, despite Cunha=s confession that he was in the 
car with the killers and that he personally shot and injured survivor and key witness Wagner dos Santos in the 
head.  Cunha, who admitted pointing the gun at the youth=s head, claimed the gun went off accidentally as the car 
was moving.  Cunha continued to serve a separate sentence of eighteen years for attempted murder based on his 
initial conviction. 

For other high-profile massacres, impunity continued to be the rule.  More than five years after the 1992 
massacre at Carandiru prison, where 111 prisoners were killed, no one was brought to trial, although the case had 
been transferred from the military to the ordinary courts. The prosecution of police responsible for the August 
1993 massacre of twenty-one residents of the Vigário Geral favela in Rio de Janeiro inched forward in 1997.  In 
April, a jury in Rio convicted former military police officer Paulo Alvarenga, the first of more than fifty 
defendants to be tried, to more than 400 years in prison, of which he will have to serve thirty.  

In the early morning hours of April 20, 1997, four young men and one teenager doused Pataxó Indian Galdino 
Jesus dos Santos, asleep on a bench in Brasília, with gasoline and then set him afire, producing severe burns 
which caused his death at a local hospital a few hours later.  Dos Santos was attending a conference on 
indigenous rights in celebration of the National Indian Day.  He returned to the hostel where he was staying 
shortly after closing and was forced to sleep outside.  Subsequent investigations established that the boys had 
seen dos Santos asleep, proceeded to a gas station, and then returned to set him afire. Despite this and other 
evidence, Judge Sandra De Santis Mello reduced charges against the defendants from murder to assault and 
battery followed by death, accepting their position that they lacked any intent to kill or seriously harm dos 
Santos. Both the initial incident and the subsequent judicial decision touched off protests and calls for greater 
governmental efforts to protect the rights of indigenous peoples.  At this writing, the defendants still face 
prosecution. 

One encouraging trend during 1997 was the increased cooperation between governmental authorities and civil 
society in the area of human rights.  In the northeastern state of Pernambuco, the state government continued to 
finance a witness protection program run by an NGO. In 1997, the Ministry of Justice took steps in conjunction 
with local governmental authorities to transplant this program to five other states.  In June, the federal 



government created the National Secretariat for Human Rights within the Ministry of Justice, which worked closely 
with NGOs to develop programs jointly and to press for the implementation of measures included in the National 
Human Rights Plan.  In São Paulo, the Ombudsman=s Office for Police continued its energetic oversight of police 
abuse that contributed to significant reductions in police violence against civilians.  The Human Rights Commission 
of the Federal Chamber of Deputies continued to denounce human rights violations throughout Brazil, holding 
numerous hearings in several locations to expose local abuses and provide fora for local activists and also 
pressed the Chamber and the Senate to pass sorely needed human rights legislation.  In Rio Grande do Sul, the 
State Legislative Assembly=s Human Rights Commission published its third annual ABlue Report,@ the most thorough 
catalogue of human rights violations in the state.  Across the country, state legislative assemblies either formed 
human rights commissions or strengthened those that already existed; this same phenomenon occurred at the 
municipal level as well.  Through these measures, government agents strengthened their relationships with their 
nongovernmental counterparts while assuming responsibility for vital oversight of citizens= rights.  

The Brazilian government participated in the Oslo negotiations to draft the landmines treaty. The Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs expressed its intent to attend the December conference in Ottawa and to sign the landmines 
treaty at that time.  In March, Brazil took an initial step toward recognizing the illegitimacy of the occupation of 
East Timor by sending its first official delegation to the former Portuguese colony since the 1975 Indonesian 
invasion.  Brazil also received a September visit by Nobel Laureate José Ramos Horta.  During his previous visit to 
Brazil in November 1996, Ramos Horta was received by President Cardoso. 
 

The Right to Monitor 
The Brazilian government imposed no formal obstacles to human rights monitoring, and Brazil continued to maintain 
an active civil society including human rights organizations, religious groups, civic associations, and unions.  In 
addition, in 1997 a number of state legislatures and city councils formed human rights commissions which played an 
increasingly important role, alongside those governmental commissions that already existed, in this watchdog 
capacity.  In May, the São Paulo state legislature established an Ombudsman for the Police, a position previously 
created by gubernatorial decree.  In September, the state legislature in Minas Gerais created an ombudsman=s 
office based on the São Paulo model. 

Unfortunately, this trend was not universal.  In many parts of Brazil, authorities continued to be antagonistic 
towards human rights monitors.  Human rights activists in the northeastern state of Rio Grande do Norte faced both 
death threats and law suits for their courageous efforts to rid the police of violent officers.  The death threats 
rarely triggered serious investigations on the part of the appropriate authorities.  A list of ten activists who 
promote investigations of corrupt and violent police in Rio Grande do Norte began to circulate at the end of 1996. 
 The first person on that list, attorney Gilson Nogueira, was murdered on October 20, 1996, and in May 1997, despite 
significant evidence of police involvement in his killing, federal prosecutors ended their investigation into the 
matter with no indictments. 

Throughout 1997, Rio de Janeiro authorities responded to legitimate criticism of police violence by attacking 
the sources.  This aggressiveness applied to Human Rights Watch, after our report on police brutality, as well as 
to local and national critics. 
 

The Role of the  

International Community 
    

European Union 
The European Union (E.U.) financed numerous NGOs dedicated to the defense of human rights in Brazil in 1997.  
Member states of the European Union encouraged Brazil to comply with international human rights norms through 
regular meetings with federal officials both in Brazil and on official government trips to Europe.  At year=s end, 



several governments expressed interest in providing instructors and financing a program directed by the 
International Committee of the Red Cross  (ICRC), to train Brazilian police in methods that respect fundamental 
human rights.  This ICRC training program would build on two courses which it led in 1997 for representatives of 
the military police forces of each of Brazil=s twenty-six states and federal district.  National Human Rights 
Secretary José Gregori sought financial support from E.U. governments for police training in human rights during 
several visits to Europe in 1997.  At this writing, however, plans for such financing have not been completed. 
 
United States  
In 1997, the U.S. gave relatively little direct assistance to Brazil.  For Fiscal Year 1998 the U.S. administration 
requested U.S. $225,000 for training through the International Military Education and Training Program (IMET) and 
U.S. $1 million in anti-narcotics assistance, as well as U.S.$600,000 targeted to police forces in Brazil.  The U.S. 
government finalized plans to open an Federal Bureau of Investigation office in Brasília to combat drug 
trafficking during fiscal year 1998, although according to the U.S. embassy, no clear timetable for its operation 
has been established at this writing. 

During the year, the U.S. government sponsored numerous visits for human rights activists, judges, and 
prosecutors to the United States through the administration of justice and United States Information Services 
programs, as well as visits to Brazil by experts on alternative sentencing and the federalization of human rights 
crimes, both issues contemplated by the Brazilian National Human Rights Program.  The State Department=s chapter 
on Brazil in its Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 1996 accurately portrayed the varied human rights 
problems that Brazil faces, as well as the advances and setbacks provoked by governmental policies. 

In October, President Bill Clinton visited Brasília, São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.  In Brasília, Clinton met with 
his counterpart Fernando Henrique Cardoso, as well as the presidents of the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate.  
Unfortunately, President Clinton failed to address the issue of human rights publicly during the trip. 
 
Relevant Human Rights Watch report: 
Police Brutality in Urban Brazil, 4/97 
 
 

COLOMBIA 

    
Human Rights Developments 

Even as the administration of President Ernesto Samper took limited steps to curb violence and address impunity, 
the human rights situation in Colombia deteriorated. Political violence was particularly intense in areas contested 
by guerrillas and by paramilitaries operating with the acquiescence and in some cases the support of the army. 
All parties routinely attacked perceived enemies within the civilian population, meaning that 
noncombatantsCamong them farmers, elected officials, teachers, banana workers, merchants, and 
childrenCremained Colombia=s most frequent victims of political violence. Thousands of  Colombians fled violence to 
join the rapidly growing ranks of the forcibly displaced. Meanwhile, poor conditions in Colombia=s jails led to a 
series of protests, several of which became violent and resulted in casualties among guards and prisoners. 

Although exact figures remained difficult to confirm and many cases went unreported or uninvestigated, it 
was clear that political violence increased, especially as October 1997 municipal elections neared. According to 
our records, there were at least thirty-five massacres in the first eight months of 1997Ctwenty-seven committed 
by presumed paramilitaries and eight committed by presumed members of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia 
(Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia, FARC), the country=s largest guerrilla group. In all, these massacres 
claimed 272 lives. More than 450 Colombians also died in targeted assassinations, with the largest identified group 
being peasants. 



Human Rights Watch recorded a reduction in the number of cases attributed to the security forces, either 
acting alone or with paramilitary groups, while guerrilla violations increased. In the past, the army openly backed 
paramilitaries. Human rights organizations in Colombia called on the government to take concerted action against 
paramilitaries to demonstrate that they were not supported or tolerated by the armed forces. It was significant, 
therefore, that even as the police and military incorporated human rights into their public statements and held 
meetings with human rights groups, words did not translate into consistent action against paramilitaries, who 
operated freely in heavily militarized areas and significantly expanded their operations. The state=s failure to 
arrest paramilitary leaders or pursue their units constituted tacit approval for their violations and meant that 
paramilitaries waged an unhindered campaign of terror throughout most of the country.  

According to the Colombian Commission of Jurists (CCJ), a respected human rights organization, 76 percent of 
the violations recorded were the work of paramilitaries, 17 percent were the work of guerrillas, and 7 percent 
were the work of state agents. Human Rights Watch recorded twenty-four cases of extrajudicial executions and 
eight forced disappearances attributable to the army during the first six months of 1997. On January 10, for 
example, 18th Brigade soldiers apparently executed three youths detained in a Saravena, Arauca, slum, beating and 
shooting them in front of witnesses. In addition, in regions like the Middle Magdalena and southern Cesar 
department, army units patrolled openly with groups of armed civilians, killing and threatening supposed guerrilla 
supporters. 

When abuses were investigated, the military continued to use its tribunals to cover them up, most notably in 
the case involving Gen. (ret.) Farouk Yanine Díaz, charged with ordering the 1987 massacre of nineteen men near 
Puerto Araujo, Santander. On June 23, then-army commander Gen. Manuel Bonett, appointed the investigative judge 
on the case, announced he would close further investigation of Yanine=s involvement. He did so despite solid 
evidence implicating Yanine. The case had been prepared by the Attorney General=s Human Rights Unit, which 
continued to do credible investigations. Similar evidence collected by the Human Rights Unit had served to convict 
the civilian paramilitaries accused of carrying out the Puerto Araujo massacre.  

In a welcome decision, the Constitutional Court ruled in August that unresolved cases involving extrajudicial 
executions, torture, forced disappearances, and rape by the security forces must be tried in civilian court, not 
military tribunals. Writing for the majority, magistrate Eduardo Cifuentes Muñoz held that human rights crimes Ahave 
absolutely no connection to the role of State agents according to the constitution. [A]ny order to commit such a 
crime merits no obedience whatsoever.@ 

However, as of this writing, no pending cases, including that of General Yanine, have been transferred to 
civilian courts for trial. In an effort to ignore the ruling, military tribunals continued to hear cases involving 
serious human rights violations, including the December 1991 massacre by police and local paramilitaries of twenty 
Páez Indians, among them five children, near Caloto, Cauca. On September 23, a military tribunal declared that the 
massacre constituted an act of service meant to Ahelp (the victims) coexist peacefully@ and released the anti-
narcotics police captain found to have planned and helped carry out the killings. Although the Samper 
administration presented a bill to congress that would reform the military penal code to reflect the 
Constitutional Court decision, as of this writing it was unclear what its fate will be.  

Overall, the paramilitary group known as the Peasant Self-Defense Group of Córdoba and Urabá (Autodefensas 
Campesinas de Córdoba and Urabá, ACCU) amassed the worst record, committing at least twenty-two of the 
massacres reported in the first eight months of 1997. In July, over one hundred ACCU members arrived in Mapiripán, 
Meta, by air, then killed and beheaded at least seven men in the local slaughterhouse. Part of the group=s much-
publicized plan to form a national alliance of paramilitary groups and reach areas formerly considered guerrilla 
strongholds, the Mapiripán attack lasted for five days without any reaction by police or military forces based in 
the area, despite pleas from the local judge. Residents told journalists that as many as thirty more people may 
have been killed, beheaded, and thrown into the Guaviare river. Most of the residents fled after the attack. In a 
press interview published after the massacre, ACCU leader Carlos Castaño vowed that in the future, there would be 



Amany more cases like Mapiripán.@ 
Elsewhere, the ACCU expanded its influence, moving south from the Caribbean coast into the departments of 

Bolívar, Magdalena, Santander, Sucre, and Cesar, with massacres, killings, death threats, and forced displacement 
marking its advance. Since October 1996, the ACCU has repeatedly entered Panama, where it has killed and 
threatened local villagers it accuses of providing guerrillas with food and medicine.  

Despite the announcement of a U.S. $1 million reward for information leading to the capture of ACCU leader 
Castaño, nothing was done to capture him or his forces. After highly decorated army Col. Carlos Velásquez reported 
in 1996 that his superiors at Urabá=s 17th Brigade had failed to pursue the ACCU, rather than investigate his 
information fully, the military cashiered him. Near San José de Apartadó, for instance, a combined force of 
paramilitaries and army soldiers reportedly executed José Macario David Góez, a mentally retarded man, on March 27. 
 Afterward, soldiers apparently dressed David=s body in a military uniform and presented him to the press as a 
guerrilla killed in combat. 

Other paramilitaries also operated in Colombia virtually unimpeded by the authorities, among them the Northeast 
Self-Defense Group (Grupo de Autodefensa del Nordeste, GAN) around Segovia and Remedios in Antioquia. Since the 
1980s, when paramilitaries allied with the army=s Bomboná Battalion carried out a series of massacres, this region 
has been tormented with political killings. After the killings of three human rights workers in March (see The 
Right to Monitor, below), authorities convened a Asecurity meeting@ to discuss ways to prevent further attacks. 
Nevertheless, on August 2, the GAN reportedly took seven people from their homes in Remedios, including former 
mayor and Patriotic Union member Carlos Rojo Uribe, then executed five of them on the road to Segovia. Rojo and 
teacher Luis Alberto Munera, also a member of the Segovia Human Rights Committee, were taken to Segovia, where 
they were shot. In September, some alleged GAN members were arrested.  

During the year, several peace initiatives were begun, but, as was obvious from behavior of the parties to the 
conflict, there was no real commitment to negotiating an end to the fighting. As October 26 elections neared, 
elected officials and candidates throughout Colombia came under increasing attack. Both the National Liberation 
Army (Ejército de Liberación Nacional, ELN) and FARC vowed to stop elections in a dozen departments. The ACCU and 
its allies in the United Self-Defense Groups of Colombia (Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia, AUC) coalition 
announced in May that they would prevent pro-guerrilla Aproselytizing@ in areas of conflict, which candidates 
considered a threat against those who failed to embrace their views.  

Within a month after aspirants had to submit their names to the National Electoral Registry, authorities 
reported that over 900 had cancelled their candidacies due to threats. While similar elections in 1994 were 
suspended in nine municipalities, as of mid-September, there were fifteen municipalities without mayoral 
candidates. In the words of one candidate who withdrew, Ato be a candidate for mayor or even town council in 
many rural areas. . .is to search out a death foretold.@ 

In the first eight months of 1997, government authorities reported that ten mayors had been murdered, 
representing towns in eight departments. In addition, thirty-six town council members were killed. Even 
candidates= family members were the frequent targets of death threats and kidnaping. Colombia remained the 
world=s leader in reported kidnappings, close to half of which were carried out by rebels. According to 
government authorities, between November 1996 and August 1997, forty-one mayors were kidnaped. 

Both paramilitaries and guerrillas also threatened journalists. Among them was Alfredo Molano, who reported 
that in August he received a paramilitary threat suggesting that he was a Asubversive encysted@ in the government 
because of his work for the government=s High Commissioner for Peace.   In turn, the FARC announced in June that 
it would consider journalists who wrote what they considered Aapology for militarism@ legitimate military targets. 

 
Far from protecting threatened mayors, the security forces appeared largely powerless or unwilling to pursue 

their attackers. To the contrary, mayors themselves became the targets of army investigations for supposed ties to 
guerrillas. An army intelligence report leaked to the newsweekly Semana in May alleged that 650 municipal 



governmentsCmore than half of those in ColombiaChad either direct ties with guerrillas or collaborated with 
them. Dozens of mayors protested, saying the information was tantamount Ato putting a gravestone over our heads.@ 
The mayor of Sogamoso, Boyacá, a Catholic priest, filed formal charges against the government for defamation, and 
the army later disavowed its report. 

Instead of moving aggressively to protect the civilian population and ensure its neutral status, the 
government promoted Rural Watch Cooperatives Cooperativas de Vigilancia y Seguridad Rural, CONVIVIR), made up of 
civilians authorized to gather intelligence for the security forces, join maneuvers, and use weapons banned for 
private ownership, including machine guns, mortars, grenades, and assault rifles. Although CONVIVIRs receive a 
government license, the identities of their members remain anonymous even to local authorities.  

In 1997, we received credible reports that CONVIVIRs in the Middle Magdalena and southern Cesar regions were 
led by known paramilitaries and had threatened and killed Colombians deemed sympathetic to guerrillas or who 
refused to join. On February 3, a CONVIVIR patrolling with the army=s Fourteenth Brigade near the village of San 
Francisco, in Santander, apparently executed Norberto Galeano, Reynaldo Ríos, and a seventy-year-old man, then 
dismembered their bodies. Two months earlier, the same group had been linked to the massacre of at least seven 
people in the nearby villages of La Congoja and Puerto Nuevo, prompting the mass displacement of over 700 
villagers. 

Along with the CCJ, fourteen human rights groups filed a suit with the Constitutional Court calling for 
Decree 356, which regulates CONVIVIR, to be declared unconstitutional. In its brief, the CCJ argued that through 
CONVIVIR, the Samper administration was arming civilians in violation of the constitution. Given Colombia=s tragic 
history of paramilitary violence, executive director Gustavo Gallón noted in an August 26 hearing before the court, 
a decree that Apermits the organization and development of paramilitary groups. . .is contrary to the essence of 
the State=s rule of law.@ 

Dozens of government officials, mayors, and religious leaders also objected to CONVIVIR, among them Attorney 
General Alfonso Gómez Méndez, who argued that CONVIVIR involved civilians in the armed conflict, thus excluding 
them from the humanitarian protections granted by Protocol II Additional to the Geneva Conventions. 
AWith the organization of CONVIVIR,@ Gómez noted, Athe Colombian state once again has fallen into the error of 
promoting the creation of >armed individuals,= who intensify problems of illegal repression and war without 
quarter.@  

In August, even President Samper admitted that some CONVIVIRs Ahave transgressed their legal boundaries to 
assume combat roles.@ Subsequently, the government announced that it would suspend the creation of new CONVIVIRs.  

Guerrillas also committed serious abuses during 1997, among them massacres. On March 9, presumed members of 
the FARC=s 34th Front opened fire on an ice cream parlor in Currulao, Antioquia, killing nine people, including 
parlor owner Danilo Valencia Naranjo. 

The FARC was  believed to have sent the April book bomb that killed Pedro Agudelo, the seventeen-year-old 
son of Hope, Peace and Liberty party (Esperanza, Paz y Libertad) leader Mario Agudelo. 

The FARC  made a practice of attacking civilian targets, putting the lives of noncombatants at serious risk. 
In January, guerrillas apparently activated a bomb in front of a Medellín skyscraper, killing four passersby and 
wounding forty-one others. 

In September, one of Colombia=s largest hydroelectric plants was the target, causing the government to 
recommend that families begin limiting their use of electricity.         The ELN also committed serious 
violations, among them targeted killings. According to press reports and information gathered by human rights 
groups, the ELN was responsible for at least forty-nine political killings in the first nine months of 1997. Among 
the victims were farmers, mayors, an employee of the attorney general=s office, and children. In addition, the ELN 
apparently killed several security force agents hors de combat, among them three soldiers captured and executed 
on August 3 near El Playón, Santander. 

The ELN stepped up its use of car bombs, registering dozens of attacks in the first six months of 1997.  In an 



attack on March 17, a car bomb in Cúcuta, Norte de Santander, apparently detonated by the AResistencia Yariguíes@ 
Front of the ELN, killed eighteen-month-old Martha Liliana Riveros and left several others wounded. 

Kidnapping remained a common tactic of paramilitaries and guerrillas, who routinely took family members of 
combatants as hostages. Since 1996, the ACCU kidnapped over a dozen family members of guerrillas, seven of whom 
were released on March 26 under the auspices of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). 

Several political kidnappings led to deaths. On May 5, the FARC announced that Congressman Rodrigo Turbay 
Cote, kidnapped in 1995, had died while being transported along the Caguán river in his native department of 
Caquetá, apparently after falling from a canoe. In retaliation, paramilitaries who had kidnapped two family 
members of an ELN commander announced that they were executed in May. 

Three Americans kidnapped by the FARC in 1993 remained missing as of this writingCRichard Tenenhoff, David 
Mankins, and Mark Rich. The FARC was also implicated in the execution-style slaying of two kidnap victims, 
Austrian Johan Kehrer and German Alexander Scheurer, in the Chocó jungle in March.  

 
The forced displacement of civilians continued to be part of the strategy of war used by all sides, 

particularly paramilitaries. In March, the Consultancy on Human Rights and Displacement (Consultoría para los 
Derechos Humanos y el Desplazamiento, CODHES),  nongovernmental organization (NGO), estimated that between 1985 
and 1996, 920,000 people had been displaced by violence, an average of one in every forty Colombians. According to 
the United Nations Children=s Fund (UNICEF) in Colombia, 72 percent of the displaced were children. 

The year was marked by forced displacements on a massive scale not seen previously. In March, more than 
13,000 people, most from black minority communities, fled their homes along the Riosucio river in the northwest 
department of Chocó after paramilitaries took control in December 1996 and the army carried out indiscriminate air 
attacks two months later. After a difficult journey through the jungle during which several people reportedly 
died, the army blocked the passage of peasants fleeting to the town of Mutatá. The refugees were prohibited from 
making the journey. There were credible reports that a soldier fired on a group of the displaced attempting to 
reach Mutatá in April and seriously injured two people, including a girl. A court later found the government, 
specifically the army, responsible for causing the forced displacement, and ordered authorities to ensure the 
families= safe return to their homes. 

Nevertheless, as of this writing, thousands of displaced from Riosucio continue to live in crowded camps at 
Pavarandó Grande, without sufficient food, water, or health care. Paramilitaries threatened to enter the camp to 
kill displaced, and reportedly assassinated several people in nearby towns. 

The Samper administration responded to mass displacement by creating the post of Apresidential counselor for 
the @displaced@ in April, adopting a revised national plan on displacement in May, and promulgating Law 387 in 
July, which dealt specifically with assistance, protection, and prevention issues. Advocates criticized the 
government for promoting the return of the displaced to their homes without guaranteeing their safety, 
highlighting mandatory registration requirements and lack of funds as serious flaws in the new law. The United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) opened an office in June by invitation of the Colombian government, 
but no formal agreement about the scope of the agency=s activities had been reached at the time of this writing. 

Doubts about the government=s ability to effectively address the problem of forced displacement were 
deepened by the case of 280 families violently evicted by paramilitaries from the Bellacruz Ranch in the 
department of Cesar in February 1996. With twenty-six of at least twenty-eight arrest warrants against the 
implicated paramilitaries still outstanding, the families were unable to return, and most were resettled on 
unirrigated land that allowed only a precarious existence. In May, the Constitutional Court issued an injunction 
protecting the rights of the Bellacruz peasants after the governor of Cundinamarca refused to allow the families, 
whom she accused of being subversives, to resettle in her jurisdiction. 

In April, some 300 Colombians were forcibly repatriated from Panama to Bahía Cupica, Chocó, after the UNHCR 
was denied access to interview them in Panama. Safe conditions for their return did not exist, and the repatriated 



families were evacuated from Bahía Cupica on an emergency basis in September after paramilitaries circulated a 
list of twelve people they intended to kill or kidnap. 

In Colombia=s jails, prisoners cited severe overcrowding, lack of medical care, and isolation as the reasons 
behind a series of coordinated protests that began in January and continued through June.  A census by the 
National Penitentiary Institute, responsible for administering Colombia=s prisons, showed that although Colombia has 
the capacity to house 30,000 prisoners, as of April 1997, it reported holding 42,000 inmates, half of whom were 
still awaiting trial for common crimes and rebellion. In the Valledupar prison, in Cesar, armed inmates and 
imprisoned members of the ELN killed four prison guards and took sixteen other people hostage, including a 
fourteen-year-old girl, in April before agreeing to surrender to authorities and releasing the hostages unharmed.  

Given the serious problems of internal displacement, hostage-taking, and violence, the ICRC took an 
increasingly important role in Colombia, boosting its in-country staff to forty-three people and maintaining nine 
offices. The organization brokered prisoner exchanges, visited prisoners and hostages, aided the wounded and 
displaced, and assisted threatened Colombians to flee the country. According to ICRC estimates, their office 
assisted in the release of forty hostages between August 1996 and March 1997. The ICRC also gave presentations on 
international humanitarian law to ACCU members and guerrillas. 

 
The Right to Monitor 

Human rights defenders continued to be the targets of attack and threats. On May 19, Mario Calderón, an employee 
of the Center for Research and Popular Education (Centro de Investigación y Educación Popular, CINEP), Elsa 
Alvarado, his wife and a former CINEP employee, and Carlos Alvarado, Elsa=s father, were killed by masked gunmen in 
their Bogotá apartment, apparently in retaliation for their human rights work. Although Alvarado=s mother was 
seriously wounded, the couple=s eighteen-month-old son was unharmed. On September 28, authorities in Medellín 
arrested five people who may have taken part in the killing. 

In Segovia, Antioquia, GAN continued to work in close coordination with the army=s Bomboná Battalion, an 
alliance considered complicit in the March 9 murder of Nazareno de Jesús Rivera, a Segovia Human Rights Committee 
member. The same day, colleague Jaime Ortiz Londoño was forcibly disappeared. On March 12, the Army=s Fourteenth 
Brigade falsely displayed Rivera=s body to the press as Aa guerrilla killed in action@ and showed reporters Ortiz=s 
identity documents. On March 23, a former member of the same group, Margarita Guzmán, was killed in her office, 
apparently for her work for the authorities investigating Rivera=s death and Ortiz=s Adisappearance.@ 

Also on March 7, Víctor Julio Garzón, the secretary-general of an agrarian association and a well-known 
human rights defender, was killed by unidentified gunmen in his Bogotá office. Garzón was a member of the Meta 
Civic Committee for Human Rights, all but extinguished after its members have been systematically killed. Although 
international outrage followed the 1996 murder of Josué Giraldo, president of the Meta Civic Committee for Human 
Rights, at this writing, no arrests have been made in his case, which remained in preliminary investigation along 
with most other investigations into past killings of human rights monitors. 

Community leaders who spoke out about human rights continued to be targets. On October 6, FARC members, 
apparently angered by the decision of San José de Apartadó residents not to supply food, abducted and killed Luis 
Hernando Goes, Luis Fernando Aguirre, and Ramiro Correa. The three were members of a civic group working to make 
the town neutral territory in the battle among guerrillas, paramilitaries, and the army. Another civic leader, 
Francisco Tabarquino, had been killed by paramilitaries on May 17. 

Government workers who investigated cases involving links between the security forces and paramilitaries 
were also killed or forced to leave the country for their safety. Among them, former Yondó, Antioquia, ombudsman 
Gustavo Núñez was pulled from a public bus by paramilitaries near Barrancabermeja and killed on August 8. 

Other human rights defenders were the targets of threats and surveillance by members of the security forces. 
Wilson Patiño, a human rights activist from Remedios, Antioquia, was forced to leave the area after armed men 
came to his home on March 20, apparently to kill him. On May 24, Neftalí Vanegas Perea, a human rights defender in 



Ocaña, Norte de Santander, narrowly escaped an assassination attempt by armed men believed to be working in 
league with the security forces.  

The offices of the Association of Family Members of the Detained and Disappeared (Asociación de Familiares de 
Detenidos y Desaparecidos, ASFADDES) were the target of a June 24 bombing that destroyed the group=s archives. 
Subsequently, organization members in Medellín and Riosucio, Chocó, received several threats, including that of a 
telephone caller who claimed that Athe bomb was only a warning, so it would be better if you left the office.@ 
Two branch offices were later closed for fear of attacks, and the group=s president and her family were forced 
to leave the country for their safety. 

Other human rights workers reported receiving threats related to their work. After a series of massacres in 
the Middle Magdalena region, five human rights workers associated with the Regional Corporation for the Defense 
of Human Rights (Corporación Regional para la Defensa de los Derechos Humanos, CREDHOS) were informed that their 
names appeared on death lists being circulated by paramilitaries. In September, members of the Association for the 
Promotion of Social Alternatives (Asociación para la Promoción Social Alternativa, MINGA) said that suspicious 
men were watching their offices and were following the MINGA and ASFADDES members working there. 

In response to the killings of human rights defenders, thirty-six human rights groups, unions, religious 
groups, and indigenous groups petitioned the government in May and again in June for investigations into attacks, 
the punishment of those responsible, an end to the military=s verbal attacks on their work, and guarantees of 
protection. A key demand was for an aggressive and immediate law enforcement effort to identify, track down, 
and arrest members of paramilitary groups and their security force patrons, an effort, the groups noted, that 
should be given equal status with punishing drug traffickers and guerrillas.  

 
In a partial acknowledgment of the seriousness of the situation, President Samper issued a directive honoring 

the work of human rights defenders and explicitly barring government officials, including the army, from making 
statements that Afalsely accuse or belittle the right to a defense, due process and the honor [of human rights 
defenders]@ on July 16. Subsequently, groups met with the government, and on September 9, Colombia=s Human Rights 
Day, President Samper announced the creation of a Human Rights Council to coordinate actions among the 
government=s multiple human rights offices. 
 

The Role of the  

International Community 
    
United Nations 
April 7 marked the official opening of the Bogotá office of the U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights, led by 
Amb. Almudena Mazarrasa and staffed by five experts and a deputy director. At this writing, it is too early to 
judge the effectiveness of the office, but at least one of the objectives in establishing it was achieved: the 
office pressed the government on issues of concern to the commission, including reforms to the military penal 
code and CONVIVIR. Experts traveled throughout the country and held regular meetings with government officials, 
representatives of human rights groups, and Colombians wishing to deliver complaints. 

Nevertheless, the Human Rights Committee continued to lament Colombia=s failure to implement its repeated 
recommendations, and noted that Agross and massive human rights violations continue to occur in Colombia.@ The 
Committee expressed its Adeep concern@ over evidence that paramilitary groups Areceive support from members of 
the military@ and that Aimpunity continues to be a widespread phenomenon.@ 
 
European Union 
Some European embassies and diplomats took high-profile roles in attempting to lessen political violence and the 
suffering it caused. In April, Netherlands Amb. Gysbert Bos made a three-day visit to the Middle Magdalena region, 



in part to draw attention to a rise in paramilitary activity and displacement. The visit was seen as especially 
important given that the Netherlands occupied the presidency of the EU.  

For its part, the EU continued to pressure Colombia to improve its human rights record, and announced in 
September its full support for a negotiated settlement to political conflict.  

The European Community Humanitarian Office (ECHO) donated U.S. $5 million dollars in emergency aid to 
international NGOs to assist the thousands of people forcibly displaced earlier in the year in Urabá. 
 
Organization of American States 
The Organization of American States agreed to send a team to Colombia to monitor municipal elections in areas 
where guerrillas and paramilitaries had threatened candidates. Two monitors, a Guatemalan and a Chilean, were 
kidnapped by the ELN and held for more than a week before being released. For its part, the Inter-American Human 
Rights Commission continued to hear Colombian cases and took part in several efforts to resolve cases through so-
called Afriendly negotiation@ between victims and the government. However, in several high-profile cases, 
including the 1990 Trujillo massacre and the 1994 Villatina massacre, this effort had not, at this writing, borne 
tangible fruit.  

In October, two Colombian human rights groups formally presented to the commission the case involving Navy 
Intelligence Network No. 7 and its involvement in the killings of at least sixty-eight people from 1991 to 1993 in 
and around Barrancabermeja, Santander. The case was detailed in Colombia=s Killer Networks: The Military-
Paramilitary Partnership and the United States, published by Human Rights Watch in November 1996. 
 
 
 
United States 
The United States pursued a contradictory policy in Colombia. On the one hand, the Clinton administration for the 
first time made human rights an important part of U.S.-Colombia relations. In 1997, the State Department issued its 
most detailed and critical human rights report ever, concluding that Athe [Colombian] armed forces committed 
numerous, serious human rights abuses.@ In addition, the report noted, Athe Samper administration has not taken 
action to curb increased abuses committed by paramilitary groups, verging on a policy of tacit acquiescence.@ 

This report was followed by an April letter from Secretary of State Madeline Albright to Sen. Patrick Leahy, 
co-sponsor of a 1996 amendment that placed human rights conditions on some antinarcotics aid. In the letter, 
Secretary Albright announced that the spirit of the amendment would be applied to all anti-narcotics aid, 
including monies suspended after Colombia was Adecertified@ a second time in a row for failing to meet U.S. goals 
in fighting drugs. In an unusual move, the U.S. embassy publicly expressed its concern over the tone used by 
military authorities to attack civilian investigators who linked General Yanine to the Puerto Araujo massacre, the 
first time it had spoken publicly on a human rights case. 

For its principled stand, the administration was harshly criticized by some Republicans in the U.S. Congress, 
who argued that human rights concerns hampered the drug war. Led by the International Relations Committee and 
its chair, Rep. Benjamin Gilman, Republicans attempted to remove the Leahy amendment from the 1998 Foreign 
Operations bill, an initiative that failed.  

Although the Clinton administration acknowledged that Colombia=s human rights situation continued to be 
serious, it also pushed hard for aid to the military to fight drugs, arguing that funds would be channeled to units 
without bad records. After months of tense negotiations, the Colombian and U.S. governments signed an end-use 
monitoring agreement on August 1, freeing $70 million of the $100 million slated to reach Colombia in 1997, much 
of it for the army and navy. Among the items sent were communications equipment, night vision scopes, and parts 
for helicopters and river patrol boats. Police continued to receive aid throughout the year, including munitions and 
weapons. However, the agreement on military aid left monitoring to the Colombian Defense Ministry, not U.S. 



officials, who were severely limited in their ability to verify any reports. 
 
    

CUBA 

 
Human Rights Developments 

Cuba voiced muffled support for human rights and representative democracy in the past year, as it moved toward 
greater economic engagement with Europe, Canada, Asia, and Latin America.  But the government revealed an 
intransigent reliance on political oppression to crush internal opposition through its repressive measures against 
dissidents, failure to amnesty political prisoners, continuing blockage of human rights monitoring, creation of 
new laws restricting human rights, and refusal to dismantle oppressive legal structures.  

In one of Cuba=s strongest statements favoring human rights, President Fidel Castro Ruz signed the Viña del 
Mar Declaration, endorsing support for democracy and respect for human rights, fundamental liberties, and the 
principles consecrated in the United Nations Charter, at the Sixth Iberoamerican Summit of leaders in Chile in 
November 1996. On January 9, 1997, however, Cuba flaunted its disdain for the agreement by arresting Héctor Palacios 
Ruiz, the president of the Democratic Solidarity Party (Partido Solidaridad Democrática, PSD), charging him with 
contempt for the authority of President Castro and seizing his copies of the Viña del Mar Declaration.  Palacios 
Ruiz, whom the Cuban government sentenced to eighteen months= imprisonment on September 4, had challenged the 
government=s willingness to comply with the declaration in an interview with a German journalist.  

Palacios Ruiz=s trial, and Cuba=s refusal to amnesty political prisoners, highlighted the government=s reliance 
on its prison system as the backbone of its repressive tactics.  Once again, in the past year the government 
failed to reform a penal code that criminalized the exercise of fundamental rights under provisions such as Aenemy 
propaganda,@ Acontempt for authority,@ Aillicit association,@ Adangerousness,@ and Aillegal exit.@  Cuban courts 
routinely denied basic due process guarantees, including sufficient and timely access to lawyers, the right to 
present witnesses and evidence for the defense, and open courtrooms free of intimidation. 

  Among the dissidents prosecuted in the last year was Enrique García Morejón, a member of the Christian 
Liberation Movement (Movimiento Cristiano de Liberación, MCL), sentenced in February 1997 to four years in prison 
for enemy propaganda.  The court alleged that he had distributed flyers saying ADown with Fidel,@ but reportedly 
the charge arose from his collecting signatures for the MCL=s unsuccessful attempt to obtain legal status.  In 
May 1997, Cuban authorities sentenced Ana María Agramonte Crespo, a member of the Nationalist Action Movement 
(Movimiento de Acción Nacionalista), to eighteen months for contempt for authority and resistance to authority. A 
Cuban court condemned Ricardo De Armas Hernández, a member of the PSD in Matanzas, to nine months for 
dangerousness in May. Confined in the harsh Agüica prison, De Armas reportedly suffered beatings by prisoners 
held for common crimes in August.  In August 1997, a court convicted Luis Mario Pared Estrada,, a leader of the 
Thirtieth of November Party AFrank Pais@ (Partido 30 de Noviembre AFrank Pais@), of dangerousness and sentenced 
him to one year.  In September, a Havana court convicted his colleague, Maritza Lugo Fernández of bribery, for 
allegedly trying to pay a prison guard to bring a prisoner a tape recorder.   

A Cuban court also convicted Néstor Rodríguez Lobaina, the president of Youth for Democracy ( Jóvenes por la 
Democracia), of contempt for authority and resisting arrest on April 10, 1997, sentencing him to eighteen months. 
 In September, several prison guards beat him after he began a hunger strike to protest prison conditions.  On 
June 17, 1997, a court sentenced Radames García de la Vega, a vice-president of Youth for Democracy, to eighteen 
months for contempt for authority.  In late July, the government convicted Heriberto Leyva Rodríguez, a vice-
president of the same group, of contempt for authority of the Santiago court, reportedly based on his testimony 
at Garciá de la Vega=s appeal hearing earlier that month. 

The dissidents convicted of political crimes in 1997 joined over 800 additional political prisoners in Cuba=s 
extensive prison system.  Prison conditions remained poor for all inmates, and dissidents suffered particularly 



abusive treatment.  Political prisoners often suffered dramatic weight loss due to meager food rations; serious, 
and sometimes life-threatening, health problems due to insufficient medical attention; and, in some cases, abuses 
at the hands of guards or common criminals, with whom they routinely were mixed.  Prison authorities forced some 
imprisoned dissidents to spend periods in isolation cells, restricted their visits, or transferred them far from 
family members.  The punitive and intimidatory measures against political prisoners that caused severe pain and 
suffering violated Cuba=s obligations under the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading 
Treatment or Punishment, which it ratified in 1995. Once again, in the past year the government forbade access to 
its prisons by international human rights monitors and humanitarian groups, including the International Committee 
of the Red Cross (ICRC). 

Guards at the Kilo 8 prison, which is known for its extremely harsh conditions, persisted in their abusive 
treatment of Jesús Chamber Rodríguez.  He suffered deteriorating health due to confinement in punishment cells, 
insufficient medical attention, poor nutrition, and denial of access to sunlight for weeks at a time. Chamber 
Rodríguez began serving a ten-year sentence for enemy propaganda in 1992, but Cuban authorities sentenced him to 
four more years in 1996 for contempt of authority, apparently based on his criticizing prison conditions and 
shouting Adown with Fidel.@  Jorge Luis García Pérez, known as Antúnez, who began serving seventeen years for 
enemy propaganda, sabotage, and Aevasion@ in 1990, also received harsh treatment from prison authorities.  Prison 
guards responded to Antúnez=s hunger strikes, in protest of prison conditions, by denying him family visits and 
medicine.  In September, guards at the Guantanamo prison beat Antúnez after he criticized the government. 

Cuban failures to provide medical care left many political prisoners in critical condition.  Omar Del Pozo 
Marrero, a doctor who received a fifteen-year sentence in 1992 and was held at the Combinado del Este prison, 
suffered severe hypertension and malnutrition in 1997, due to insufficient medical care, bars on his access to 
sunlight for several week periods, and restrictions on family visits. Prison authorities at Kilo 8 did not provide 
Eduardo Gómez Sánchez, who was sentenced in 1994 to twenty years for illegal exit and rebellion, with appropriate 
treatment for a liver ailment that turned his skin yellow and caused vomiting, diarrhea, and weight loss.   

Cuba=s efforts to stifle criticism reached inside prison walls as well, where prisoners protesting inhumane 
treatment faced retaliatory measures, including beatings, isolation, and criminal prosecution.  On January 21, 1997, 
a Cuban court convicted Víctor Reinaldo Infante Estrada, whom a Cuban military court sentenced to thirteen years 
in prison in 1992, to one additional year for contempt of authority.  The court based Infante Estrada=s second 
sentence on his denouncing abuses at the Agüica prison, where he was held.  In May, when he demanded improved 
medical treatment, the prison authorities punished him again, by confining him to an isolation cell for over one 
month.   

Security forces harassed and arbitrarily detained scores of nonviolent activists in the past year. Government 
repression touched broad sectors of civil society, including academics, human rights activists, labor organizers, 
religious leaders, youth groups, and unofficial political parties. Cuban authorities notified many dissidents that they 
were at risk of criminal prosecutions if they did not abandon their Acounter-revolutionary@ activities or leave the 
country. Activists fled Cuba in response to these warnings, including Miguel Angel Aldana, a leader of the 
Martiana Civic Association (Asociación Cívica Martiana), who left for the United States in April 1997, after Cuban 
authorities threatened him with a four-year sentence for dangerousness. Cuba employed diverse methods to control 
dissident groups: conducting unauthorized searches; firing employees; seizing fax machines and photocopiers; making 
unsupported allegations of links between activists and terrorists (specifically regarding the eleven bombs that 
targeted Cuban tourist destinations between April and September); and, denying dissident groups any legal 
recognition. The government also heightened harassment of homosexuals, raiding several nightclubs known to have 
gay clientele and allegedly beating and detaining dozens of patrons.  

Official intent to silence dissenting voices was glaringly manifest in the July 15, 1997 detentions of four 
prominent, nonviolent leaders of the Internal Dissidents= Working Group (Grupo de Trabajo de la Disidencia Interna, 
GTDI): professor Félix Antonio Bonne Carcasses, economists Marta Beatriz Roque Cabello and Vladimiro Roca Antúnez, 



and attorney René Gómez Manzano. On May 5, the group held a well-attended press conference encouraging a 
boycott of elections planned for late 1997.  In June, the GTDI issued a statement titled The Motherland Belongs to 
All (La Patria es de Todos), which challenged Cuba=s exclusive recognition of one political party.   Cuban 
authorities categorized the dissidents= peaceful protests as Acounter-revolutionary crimes.@ At this writing, the 
four leaders remain in prison facing possible trial for enemy propaganda and revealing state secrets, reportedly 
about the Cuban electoral system. 

Cuba continued to exercise strict control over labor rights during 1997, refusing to allow the formation of 
any independent unions.  The Foreign Investment Law required all investors to hire employees through the 
government-controlled employment agency, which apparently selected some workers based on political viewpoints. 
 Independent labor activists faced government harassment.  State security agents interrogated Manuel Antonio 
Brito López, the secretary general for the Union of Independent Workers (Unión de Trabajadores Independientes), in 
Havana on July 12, advising him to restrict his movement until August 6, the final day of the International World 
Festival of Youth and Students. 

In preparation for the October 1997 Fifth Communist Party Congress, in late May the government released a 
position paper titled The Party of Unity, Democracy, and Human Rights that We Defend, which praised Cuba=s 
allegedly spotless human rights record.  Yet, the document called upon the Atruly free@ press to Aguarantee the 
continuity of socialist, patriotic, and anti-imperialist ideas and values, and the Revolution itself....@  Meanwhile, 
the government manifested its disdain for genuine press freedoms throughout the year.  In July, Cuban authorities 
sentenced Lorenzo Paez Núñez, a journalist with the Habana Press agency in Pinar del Río, to eighteen months for 
contempt and defamation of the police, based on his having reported alleged police abuses.   

Cuban authorities relied heavily on both short-and long-term detentions to intimidate journalists. Authorities 
detained Héctor Peraza Linares, the co-director of Habana Press, in Pinar del Río on June 23, only releasing him 
in September.  Raúl Rivero, the head of Cuba Press, was arrested on July 28 and August 12.  Cuban authorities freed 
Cuba Press journalist Efrén Martínez Pulgarón in mid-September, without charges, following his August 13 
detention. Cuba employed other dissuasive tactics as well. On February 26, the authorities harassed Tania Quintero 
and her colleague Ana Luisa Baeza, of Cuba Press, with Arepudiation meetings@ (mítines de repudio) in which groups 
of up to sixty government sympathizers gathered outside the women=s homes, throwing objects and shouting 
criticisms. Following a February 21 arrest, Joaquín Torres Alvarez, the director of Habana Press, was beaten in May 
by several assailants whom he later identified as members of the State Security forces and representatives of his 
neighborhood=s Communist Party office.  

The government permitted a small number of permanent international news bureaus to operate in Cuba, 
including, as of March 19, the U.S.-based Cable News Network (CNN). While the U.S. government approved licenses for 
nine additional media to open Cuba bureaus, the Cuban government did not allow these companies to do so.  In 
February 1997, new regulations granted Cuban authorities the right to reprimand or withdraw credentials from 
foreign reporters who had failed to demonstrate Aobjectivity,@ accurately represent the facts, or comply with 
journalistic ethics.   

Additional Cuban legal initiatives further narrowed the exercise of free expression, association, and movement. 
In December 1996, Cuba passed the Law Reaffirming Cuban Dignity and Sovereignty (Ley de Reafirmación de la 
Dignidad y Soberanía Cubanas, also known as the Gag Law). A response to the Helms-Burton law, which tightened 
the U.S. embargo, the law created broad restrictions on free expression, criminalizing even the appearance of 
support for U.S. policies. Cuban authorities then insisted on public manifestations of support for the law. In early 
1997, the government circulated a pro-law petition, the Declaration of the Mambises of the Twentieth Century 
(Declaración de los Mambises del Siglo XX, the Amambises@ fought for Cuban independence), to mass organizations, 
schools, universities, and workplaces. On April 7, Cuban authorities briefly detained Fidel Emilio Abel Tamayo, the 
father of one of several schoolchildren who had refused to sign the declaration in March. 

In April, Cuba extended its control over citizens= movements with the passage of Decree 217, which directed 



all but Alegal@ residents to leave Havana.  President Castro praised the initiative=s potential for minimizing 
Aindiscipline.@ By late April, the official Cuban press announced that the government had returned more than 1,600 
Aillegal residents@ of Havana to their home provinces Ausing persuasive methods.@  Cuba also retained its 
prohibition on unapproved emigration and continued to prosecute for Aillegal exit.@ In October 1996, Cuban 
authorities sentenced Abel Denis Ambroise Sanville to fourteen months for illegal exit. 

Cuba attempted to weaken United Nations human rights mechanisms.  As it had in 1996, Cuba pushed for a 
narrower mandate for the U.N. Working Group on Arbitrary Detentions, which previously had censured Cuba. At the 
Human Rights Commission=s fifty-third session in Geneva in March and April 1997, Cuba successfully lobbied to 
restrict the Working Group=s scope.  Cuba also co-sponsored a resolution urging member states not to employ 
coercive economic or political measures against countries in response to negative human rights practices.  
 

The Right to Monitor 
The government barred international human rights groups= access to the country, as well as access by the ICRC and 
the U.N. Special Rapporteur.  In September 1997 Human Rights Watch requested permission to conduct independent 
investigation in Cuba, having been denied access since 1995. In October, the request was denied.   

Odilia Collazo Valdés, the president of the Pro Human Rights Party (Partido Pro Derechos Humanos, PPDH), 
suffered repeated arrests during 1997, as did other PPDH members, including Maité Moya Gómez and Jorge Luis 
Rodríguez.  On October 23, a Cuban court in Santa Clara convicted eleven members of the PPDH of Aassociation to 
commit criminal acts@ (asociacion para delinquir) and Adisobedience,@ with sentences ranging from one year of 
house arrest (María Felicia Mata Machada) to one and one-half year in prison or at a prison work camp (José 
Antonio Alvarado Almeida, Ileana Peñalver Duque, Roxana Alina Carpio Mata, Lilian Meneses Martínez, Arélis Fleites 
Méndez, Marlis Velázquez Aparicio, Iván Lema Romero, Danilo Santos Méndez, Vicente García Ramos, and José Manuel 
Yera Meneses). The trial occurred after the activists held a hunger strike to protest the government=s detention 
of another PPDH member, Daula Carpio Mata.  The judge reportedly allowed the defense attorney less than ten 
minutes to present testimony from all of the defendants. On October 29, the court sentenced Carpio Mata to 
sixteen months internment in a work camp for assault, following her outspoken criticisms of an earlier trial.  

René Gómez Manzano, an attorney with the Agromontista Current (Corriente Agromontista), a legal defense 
group, and leader of the Internal Dissidents= Working Group, remains in detention at this writing.  After repeated 
prior denials, Cuba granted Elizardo Sánchez Santacruz, the leader of the Cuban Commission for Human Rights and 
National Reconciliation (Comisión Cubana para los Derechos Humanos y la Reconciliación Nacional) permission for 
international travel in early 1997 and did allow him to return to Cuba.  On May 30, the Cuban government detained 
Sánchez=s colleague, Moisés Rodríguez Quezada, for seventy-two hours, warning him to abandon his work or leave 
Cuba.  
 

The Role of the  

International Community 
 

United Nations 
In November 1996, the General Assembly again voted to condemn the U.S. embargo against Cuba.  In April 1997, the 
fifty-third session of the U.N. Human Rights Commission again censured Cuban human rights practices.  As in prior 
years, Cuba dismissed the resolution as slanderous. Cuba=s efforts, described above, to weaken U.N. human rights 
mechanisms met with some success.  The government refused to allow the Special Rapporteur on Cuba, Swedish 
diplomat Carl-Johan Groth, to conduct in-country research, but he nonetheless provided excellent coverage of 
Cuban human rights developments.  
 
Organization of American States 



In March, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights issued a detailed report on Cuba=s lack of compliance 
with the American Convention on Human Rights.  Acknowledging that the Cuban government was excluded from the 
inter-American system in 1962, the commission nonetheless stressed that the Cuban state retained its obligations 
to uphold international human rights standards for its population.   
 
European Union 
On December 2, 1996, the European Union (E.U.) Council of Ministers adopted a new, stronger policy toward Cuba, 
known as the Acommon position,@ to Aencourage a process of transition to pluralist democracy and respect for 
human rights and fundamental freedoms....@  The policy made full economic cooperation conditional on human rights 
improvements, including penal code reform, the release of political prisoners, an end to harassment of dissidents, 
the ratification of international human rights conventions, and respect for the freedoms of speech and 
association.  When its review of political and economic developments in Cuba revealed no notable progress, on 
June 26, the E.U. renewed the common position for an additional six months.  Unfortunately, European investors in 
Cuba, as well as Canadians and others, failed to adopt effective strategies to ensure respect for labor rights in 
their Cuban workplaces, where government-dominated projects denied basic rights of free association and speech.  
 
Canada  
Canada=s role as a leading foreign investor in Cuba provided it with important leverage for pressuring Cuba to 
make genuine human rights reforms during 1997. Yet, Canada=s most significant human rights initiative, the January 
1997 joint declaration between the Canadian and Cuban foreign ministries, included no concrete agenda for 
improvements in Cuban human rights practices. Relying on the principle of Aeffective influence,@ the accord, which 
also addressed foreign investment, taxation, banking, and other issues, provided that Cuba and Canada would 
cooperate on human rights issues by holding seminars, training judges, and Aexchang[ing] experiences@ relevant to 
Cuba=s intent to support a citizen=s complaint commission. Unfortunately, the Cuban government, which detained 
several dissidents during the negotiations, showed little sign of taking the accord seriously.  A Cuban Foreign 
Ministry spokesman stated that Ait is a blatant exaggeration to say that the inclusion of the issues of human 
rights in a broad and diverse joint declaration with Canada implies the existence of problems in this regard on 
the island.@  At this writing, the joint accord has resulted in informal bilateral talks on human rights in Havana 
early in the year, closed seminars on children=s and women=s rights in May and June, and preparatory meetings 
regarding legal reforms and a Cuban citizen complaint commission.  
 
United States 
In the past year, the U.S. government could not point to human rights gains in Cuba arising from its anachronistic 
thirty-year policy of isolation.  President Clinton acknowledged that the policy had failed in April, when he noted 
that the embargo had not created Aan appreciable change in the Cuban regime....@ The embargo, which was solidified 
in 1996 with the passage of the Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity Act (also known as the Helms-Burton 
law), continued to restrict the rights to free expression and association and the freedom to travel between the 
U.S. and Cuba, thus violating Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, a treaty ratified 
by the United States.  The government=s granting of ten licenses permitting U.S. media outlets to operate in Cuba 
was a positive step, but still reflected tight government control over communication between the two countries. 
 
 

DOMINICAN  

REPUBLIC 

 
Human Rights Developments 



The Dominican government committed serious human rights abuses during President Leonel Fernández Reyna=s first 
year in power. Police and members of the military used excessive force against criminal suspects, prisoners, and 
individuals participating in peaceful public demonstrations, and routinely violated due process rights.  Dominican 
prisoners, particularly minors, suffered in deplorable conditions, and some 85 percent of detainees were held 
without trial, many for long periods. 

On February 23, police reacting to a disturbance in the Azua prison reportedly killed three unarmed boys in 
cold blood.  Two police lieutenants, one named Méndez and another known as AGomera,@ reportedly lined up the 
seventeen-year-old boys, Roberto Rafael Corporán, José Ignacio Payano Núñez, and José Paredes Gutiérrez, against 
an interior wall of the prison and fired repeatedly at them with shotguns, killing them while other inmates 
pleaded for the three youths= lives. The government opened an investigation, initially concluding that the three 
boys had been killed while trying to escape the prison, but have not released final results of its inquiry at this 
writing. 

On November 18, 1996, at least one-hundred heavily-armed Dominican police entered a squatters= settlement 
known as AEl Café,@ on the outskirts of Santo Domingo, to evict approximately 600 families. The police fired 
weapons and tear gas, wounding at least ten residents. One police officer reportedly fired at Alfredo D=Oleo 
Encarnación, who was unarmed and standing on his patio, killing him.  The government has not concluded its 
investigation of the El Café incident at this writing.    

Dominican security forces using excessive force killed over thirty other individuals in the past year. The police 
and military involved in shootings frequently invoked the defense that they had been fired upon before shooting, 
but witnesses often contradicted their accounts.  Among these cases, on March 7, army Sgt. Roberto Reyes Familia 
was riding his motorcycle in Santo Domingo when a vehicle side-swiped him. Reyes Familia fired at the vehicle, 
killing Antonio Santos Caraballo.  On September 26, police invoked self-defense in the deaths of two suspected 
criminals in the Capotillo region of Santo Domingo, but onlookers allegedly saw police shoot the suspects after 
they had laid down their weapons.     In May, police conducting a drug raid in Capotillo allegedly saw José Ramírez 
swallow a package of crack cocaine.  As the police beat him with their weapons, Ramírez began to foam at the 
mouth and lost consciousness.  The police left Ramírez at the scene.  He died three hours later, as neighbors were 
transporting him to a hospital.  While the immediate cause of Ramírez=s death remained uncertain, police used 
excessive force in beating him and were negligent in failing to provide him with medical assistance.   

Police reportedly tortured several detainees in the past year. On January 27, police arrested Ramón Vizcaino 
and his wife Rosie Cuevas in Vicente Noble and transported them to the national police headquarters in Santo 
Domingo.  On three occasions over two days, officers in the robbery department beat Vizcaino, using a baseball bat 
and grabbing his testicles, while insisting that he admit to assisting with an escape plan for the Monte Plata 
prison. The police then held him for over one month, without providing him with medical treatment for injuries from 
the beatings, including a hernia.  Police also reportedly tortured several suspects by hanging them by handcuffs 
or thumb screws for extended periods and denying them food, water, and access to toilets. 

 
Dominican police routinely ignored due process protections, such as providing access to lawyers and observing 

the forty-eight-hour limit on holding detainees in police lock-ups.  They also arbitrarily detained criminal 
suspects= family members as hostages, to entice the suspects to turn themselves in. Police detained Ramona Pozo, 
the seventy-year-old mother of Ramón Pozo, for three days in July, until her son surrendered to police in Haina.   

Dominican authorities used excessive force at several public demonstrations. On April 24, a peaceful 
demonstration marking the 1965 U.S. invasion of the Dominican Republic was disrupted by shots fired from a Navy 
minibus. Sailors shot Joseliu Perdomo through the back of the leg and wounded several other demonstrators.  Police 
opened fire on the nonviolent crowd at a Santo Domingo rally against rising telephone rates in June, leaving 
Araceli Pensón and Virtudes Alvarez with injuries from shotgun blasts and wounding several others.  

Late in the year, police committed serious human rights violations in response to nationwide protests of 



persistent power outages.  On October 22, police reportedly arrested Damian Edis Paredes, who was demonstrating 
in Santo Domingo, severely beat him and then executed him with several shots, including one in his mouth.  The same 
day, police apparently employed excessive force when they fired numerous tear gas canisters into a demonstration, 
leading to the death by asphyxiation of thirteen-year-old Marlene Vargas Santana, who was in her nearby home. 
Hundreds of Dominican activists were arbitrarily detained in apparent government efforts to get protest 
organizers off the streets prior to a planned November national strike. 

A backlog of criminal cases left the prisons extremely overcrowded: during 1997, 85 percent of the Dominican 
prison population of approximately 12,000 prisoners had never been tried. Prisoners routinely struggled to find 
sufficient nutrition and a place to sleep, lived in filthy, dangerous conditions, and received insufficient medical 
care. The police and military authorities charged with running the country=s prisons received no specialized 
training. The difficult conditions led to several prison riots.  On June 5, detainees at the Mao prison rioted in 
protest of poor conditions and corruption, including the reported selling of infirmary cells to healthy prisoners 
for up to 3,000 pesos (U.S. $231). After a few days of negotiations, police stormed the prison, injuring dozens of 
detainees.  Police wounded sixteen-year-old Jorge Santiago Contreras, who was confined to an isolation cell and 
unarmed, with a shotgun blast.  Another youth, seventeen-year-old Edward Moíses Sí Peña, was shot in the back.  

Stunning travesties of justice resulted from the judicial system=s weaknesses, prevalent corruption, and 
transfers of detainees far from their homes, which prohibited most prisoners from genuine access to lawyers and 
the courts.  Scores of detainees spent months and years in Dominican prisons without being tried or found guilty 
of any crime.  Prisoners who had been confined to Dominican prisons for exceptionally long periods without trial 
included: Zenóm Ramírez Ogando, who was detained in 1987 but never sentenced (his trial for homicide remained in 
the investigation phase); Rafael Sosa Félix, who was detained without trial since April 1991; Marino de la Rosa 
Beltrén, who was detained in 1991 without charge; and Valentín Almonte y Almonte, who was arrested in March 1994 
but whose case file had been lost. Condemned prisoners faced additional impediments. Although a court ordered 
liberty for Rafael Orlando Caminero Guerrero on April 26, 1991, when he completed his ninety-day sentence in La 
Victoria for painting a stolen car, authorities had failed to free him as of August 1997.  Ramón de la Rosa Peguero 
was condemned to six months in La Victoria and a 1,500 peso ($115) fine in March 1995. He completed his time in 
September 1995 and paid his fine but, at this writing, still awaits a judicial order freeing him. 

Dominican authorities failed to provide minors, the prison system=s most vulnerable population, with 
appropriate care.  In violation of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, a treaty ratified by the 
Dominican Republic, the government confined hundreds of minors, both convicts and those in preventive detention, 
in adult prisons, and neglected to provide them with sufficient protection, education, or rehabilitation. The 
government=s purported evaluation center for minors, Casa Albergue, was the site of serious abuses, including a 
November 1996 incident that left Juan Pablo Medina and Ricardo Torres dead when police refused to release the boys 
from their cells despite a mattress fire in the area. In May 1997, police at the center were angered by an 
argument with seventeen-year-old Carlos de la Cruz Severino. Six officers beat him with baseball bats, including 
blows to his genitals and neck. The abuses of detained minors highlighted the government=s complete failure, since 
1994, to enforce a new minors code.   

The Law Against Intrafamiliar Violence, which was enacted into law in February, resulted in a handful of 
convictions late in the year.  The law increased sanctions for domestic violence and improved procedural 
protections for victims of family violence. 

Haitians continued to suffer discriminatory treatment by the Dominican government. More than 21,000 Haitians 
were expelled in 1997. The Dominican military carried out a particularly intense campaign in February and March, 
during which soldiers in some cases failed to respect the Haitians= due process rights, beat detainees, and would 
not allow detainees to notify family members of their expulsion. Dominican authorities also deported several 
Dominicans, after disregarding documents demonstrating their citizenship. On September 23, Dominican soldiers 
arrested Manuel Antonio Estéban Fermín, a Dominican citizen, in Santo Domingo and expelled him to Malpasse, Haiti. 



 An Air Force captain leading the operation reportedly destroyed Estéban Fermín=s national identity document and 
expelled him because of the dark color of his skin.  In dozens of cases, government officials denied the 
constitutional citizenship rights due to children born of Haitian parents in the Dominican Republic. In March, Telma 
Reyes, a civil official in Sabana Grande de Boya, justified her denial of citizenship to ten children of Haitian 
descent by saying that she had received an order to do so from migration authorities.  She further explained that 
she thought that granting the children citizenship would threaten the motherland=s purity. At this writing, the 
Dominican government still has not submitted its report to the U.N. Committee on the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination, which was due in March, and the committee considered the report Aexcessively overdue.@  The 
Dominican government, which is obligated to submit reports to the committee every two years, last satisfied this 
requirement in 1990. 

Impunity for human rights violations persisted in the past year.  While the Dominican police fired more than 
one-hundred officers for crimes and human rights abuses in August and September 1997, in an effort to purge the 
institution, Dominican courts brought few human rights violators to trial. The 1994 Adisappearance@ case of 
university professor Dr. Narciso González Medina remained open, but the government failed to clarify responsibility 
for the case and did not detain a single suspect. At this writing, the case is pending before the Inter-American 
Commission on Human Rights. On a positive note, the government denied a petition to try Gen. (ret.) Salvador 
Lluberas Montás, also known as AChinino,@ in military, rather than civilian, court for the 1975 murder of journalist 
Orlando Martínez.  

A transparent selection process for Supreme Court judges culminated in August, with the swearing-in of a 
new court amidst hopes that it would set a new, professional tone for the decrepit legal system. But this positive 
step was countered by the president=s September firing of Guillermo Moreno, the well-respected attorney general 
for Santo Domingo, who had taken a firm stance against human rights violators.   

 
 

The Right to Monitor 
Under the government of President Fernández, Dominican human rights activists worked with  greater freedom than 
they had under the previous administration, when police intimidation and anonymous telephone threats were the 
norm. However, several human rights activists complained of close police surveillance in October and November, 
prior to a planned national strike.  In early November, Danilo de la Cruz, a member of the Dominican Committee for 
Human Rights (Comité Dominicano de Derechos Humanos, CDDH) who police had fired on in 1996, reported that police 
officers were following him.  Virgilio Almánzar, the president of the CDDH, also was under police surveillance.  
His five and nine-year-old sons were followed to school by two police officers on November 3, 1997.   While the 
government provided some access to its prisons and detention centers for minors, that access was, on occasion, 
unduly restricted. The Dominican government cooperated fully with the visit of representatives of the Inter-
American Commission on Human Rights. 
 
The Role of the Organization of American States 
A delegation from the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) of the Organization of American States 
conducted a four-day human rights investigation in the Dominican Republic in June. The IACHR delegation explored 
broad human rights concerns and concluded its mission with the issuance of a detailed press release that pointed 
to human rights deficiencies and proposed concrete steps for improvement. The commission members have not 
concluded the final report of their visit at this writing.   

Following an October hearing, the Adisappearance@ case of Narciso González remained before the IACHR at 
year=s end.  
 

    



    
    

GUATEMALA 

    
Human Rights Developments 

Emerging from more than three decades of internal warfare, Guatemala in 1997 faced soaring criminal violence, an 
incomplete police reform, continued impunity for human rights violations as well as common crimes and profound 
uncertainty over the post-conflict role of the military. The signing of a final peace accord in December 1996, 
capped a steady decline in recent years in the most egregious politically motivated human rights violations. Most 
notable was the decline in Adisappearances,@ which since the late 1960s had become a regular practice of the 
Guatemalan military.  Security forces carried out one case of forced disappearance in late 1996, which did not 
come to light until 1997.  The Mission of the United Nations in Guatemala (Misión de las Naciones Unidas en 
Guatemala, MINUGUA) was investigating two additional cases at this writing.  Other abuses did not diminish as 
evidently.  MINUGUA confirmed nineteen extrajudicial executions in the first six months of 1997Ccompared with 
twenty-two confirmed cases in the previous semesterC as well as several cases of ill-treatment, arbitrary 
detention, and excessive use of force, mostly by the police.  Whereas in the past the victims tended to be those 
perceived by the security forces as ideological opponentsCsuch as journalists, human rights advocates, trade 
unionists, or peasant organizersCthe victims of recent abuses were predominantly poor suspects in cases of 
common crime. 

Although political repression sharply declined, Guatemala remained awash in violence as common crime soared, 
including car thefts and kidnappings carried out by rings in which members of the security forces were 
reportedly involved.  Efforts by the government in 1996 to prosecute officials and other organized-crime figures 
languished in 1997, reflecting the overall weakness of the judiciary and law-enforcement bodies and the 
government=s failure to get its witness protection program off the ground. Indeed, while the continued presence 
of MINUGUA and the end of the conflict kept politically motivated human rights abuse at an all-time low, citizens 
had no recourse against lawlessness, an insecurity that prompted dozens of cases of lynchings. 

A clandestine military unit=s forced disappearance of guerrilla Juan José Cabrera, alias AMincho,@ showed that 
the powerful Presidential General Staff (Estado Mayor Presidencial, EMP) continued to conduct secret and violent 
operations outside the law. The stubborn insistence of government officials in covering up the guerrilla=s 
Adisappearance@ and apparent slaying reflected the army=s longstanding refusal to accord captured combatants 
fundamental human rights. The guerrilla leadership also showed an alarming willingness to suppress information on 
the case, to the extent that the commander of Mincho=s rebel force, the Revolutionary Organization of the People 
in Arms (Organización Revolucionaria del Pueblo en  Armas, ORPA) was quoted in the press as denying his 
militancy in the guerrilla group.   

The EMP=s secret unit known as the Anti-Kidnapping Command (Comando Anti-Secuestros) reportedly captured 
Mincho, along with Augusto Rafael Baldizón Núñez, alias Commander AIsaías,@ on October 19, 1996, after the guerrillas 
had abducted an elderly wealthy woman.  The woman=s abduction, and her subsequent release in exchange for 
Commander Isaías, broke down the peace talks and deeply embarrassed both sides.  In this context, the 
Adisappearance@ of Mincho was kept quiet by both government and guerrillas, and only confirmed by MINUGUA seven 
months later, after the international and domestic press loudly criticized the observer mission=s silence.  On May 
20, MINUGUA issued a statement holding the EMP responsible for slaying Mincho Aat the moment of his capture,@ 
without further describing the circumstances of the death.  At this writing, Mincho=s body has not been found.  
Noting its secret role in other anti-kidnapping operations, MINUGUA criticized the EMP for Abroadly exceeding its 
duties and following procedures contrary to the law and the rule of law, to the detriment of an effective policy 
of citizen security.@ 

The government of Alvaro Arzú reacted defensively to MINUGUA=s report, denying that a second guerrilla was 



captured or killed along with Isaías.  Moreover, a public statement by the president=s public relations secretary 
denied that the EMP had been involved in any anti-kidnapping actions and flatly rejected the U.N. mission=s request 
to interview those security force members involved in the operation in which Mincho allegedly perished. The 
government=s open refusal to facilitate MINUGUA=s inquiry in the case marked a rare break with this and the 
previous government=s policy of public support for the U.N. mission. While that support may have often masked 
behind-the-scenes obstinacy, the government=s defiant reaction on the Mincho case marked a low point in 
cooperation with the mission since its establishment.   

The EMPCofficially charged with providing security for the presidentChas for decades been implicated in 
domestic spying and political assassination.  Its covert branch has gone through many incarnations and was until 
recently known as the AArchivos.@ Although then-President Ramiro de León Carpio announced the dissolution of the 
Archivos shortly after taking office in 1993, then-EMP head Gen. Otto Pérez Molina told Human Rights Watch a year 
later that only its operational arm had been suppressed, while intelligence activities continued.  The EMP=s Anti-
Kidnapping Command is widely perceived to be the reincarnation of the operational unit.  In 1997, the Anti-
Kidnapping Command was reportedly involved in several cases of torture or ill-treatment of kidnapping suspects 
before turning them over to the National Police. Under the peace agreement, the government had promised to 
suppress all Aclandestine security machinery@ and to put domestic intelligence-gathering in civilian hands. The 
EMP=s Anti-Kidnapping Command violated that commitment.  

 
Military influence over the policeCfacilitated by a constitutional provision granting the military a role in 

internal securityChas long obstructed effective investigations of human rights violations and contributed to the 
creation of an abusive police culture. Efforts spawned by the peace accords to create a new, professional, and 
purely civilian police force were undercut by several developments, including a delay in the promised passage of a 
constitutional reform limiting the military=s role to external defense.  In February, the congress passed a new 
police law, which fell short of the detailed commitments contained in the peace accords regarding police academy 
training for the new force.  Moreover, the government failed to set up an adequate screening mechanism to avoid 
reintegrating into the new force agents who had been implicated in human rights violations in the past.  As a 
result, more than a dozen police with records of serious human rights violations were admitted into the academy 
for training. Many members of the now-disbanded Mobile Military Police were surreptitiously admitted to the 
academy as well, after the briefest of stints at the Treasury Police allowed them to pass as members of that 
civilian institution, according to MINUGUA. 

Impunity for human rights violations persisted, with some exceptions.  A conviction was won in the November 
1994 murder at the hands of police of university student Mario Alioto López Sánchez.  On July 31, a trial judge 
sentenced Carlos Venancio Escobar Fernández, formerly the deputy director of the National Police Fifth Precinct, 
to a thirty-year prison term for the slaying.  In addition, then-Interior Minister Danilo Parinello Blanco, Vice 
Minister Mario Mérida González, and National Police Director Salvador Figueroa were each sentenced to ten years 
for issuing orders that led to the killing, a judgment subsequently overturned on appeal.   

Despite this milestone, impunity for human rights violations remained the most common outcome of judicial 
proceedings, as the shocking exoneration on May 19 of former military commissioner Cándido Noriega Estrada 
demonstrated.  Noriega=s acquittal on charges of thirty-five murders, forty-four kidnappings, eight rapes, and 
dozens of other crimes followed proceedings in which the mostly indigenous prosecution witnesses suffered 
intimidation, threats, and sorely deficient translation from their native Quiché into Spanish. The murders occurred 
on three occasions in 1982, in which Noriega and another military commissioner, Juan Alesio Sanmayor, reportedly 
led groups of soldiers through the community of Toluché, in the department of El Quiché, identifying villagers as 
guerrillas for extrajudicial execution by the military.   

Noriega=s actions were typical of the early 1980s, in which civilian auxiliaries to the army, both military 
commissioners and civil patrollers, joined together with soldiers in widespread slaughter of perceived guerrilla 



supporters. Several initiatives were underway in 1997 to uncover and reliably document the abuses that 
characterized the conflict.  Nongovernmental organizations, including the Human Rights Office of the Archbishop of 
Guatemala, launched massive fact-finding programs. And in July the Historical Clarification Commission established 
under the peace accords formally began an official study on the subject. Although the commission=s mandate bars 
it from identifying the individual perpetrators of abuse or providing evidence for prosecutions, the naming of 
respected Guatemalan and international figures to lead the effort raised hopes that its contribution could be 
significant in bringing to light and to official acknowledgment the immense suffering inflicted on the civilian 
population during the armed conflict, largely at the hands of the forces designated by law for citizens= 
protection. 

These initiatives also began to expose previously unreported laws-of-war violations by the guerrillas. In 
August, the Archbishop of Guatemala=s forensic team began an exhumation of victims of a 1982 guerrilla massacre 
that reportedly claimed as many as 180 civiliansCincluding women and childrenCin Chacalte, El Quiché department. 

Indeed, Guatemala=s highlands were littered with hundreds of clandestine cemeteries from the period, and 
although many have been exhumed in the 1990s, few prosecutions have resulted. The main obstacles to successful 
prosecutions included the routine intimidation of prosecutors, judges, witnesses, and relatives of victims, as well 
as negligence and corruption on the part of the authorities. Nonetheless, in 1997, several military officers were 
charged in connection with the December 1992  massacre of 162 peopleCamong them sixty-seven children under age 
twelveCin a hamlet known as ALas Dos Erres@ in the department of Petén. 

The so-called Law of National Reconciliation passed in December 1996 raised the possibility that judges could 
grant amnesty for crimes deemed to have occurred in the context of counterinsurgency. While the law specifically 
prohibited the granting of amnesty for crimes of Adisappearance@ or torture, the absence of a precise prohibition 
of amnesty for extrajudicial executions left room for frightened judges to exonerate suspects in such cases. As 
of this writing, judges had denied every request for amnesty made by defendants in human rights cases; indeed, no 
member of the military had been granted amnesty. Guerrillas received amnesty for crimes of subversion, but not for 
violent abuses such as murder. 

Initiatives the government announced in 1996 to combat impunity met with mixed results.  A witness protection 
program created by law in 1996 lacked resources and had a negligible impact on the very real practice of 
intimidating witnesses and judicial officials.  A special crimes task force established in 1996 to handle new cases 
in which security forces were implicated, or in which judicial or police authorities, human rights monitors or 
international observers became victims, had some successes in solving common crimes under its mandate.  

Meanwhile, progress was suspended on the transfer to civilian courts of hundreds of cases of common crimes 
committed by members of the armed forces, incidents that had come under military court jurisdiction. Landmark 
legislation in 1996 mandated the shift in jurisdiction, but, at this writing, Guatemala=s Constitutional Court had yet 
to rule on a legal challenge to the law. 

In January, a ten-year conviction was handed down against former military commissioner Carlos Morales Sosa 
for the April 1993 murder of street youth Henry Yubani Alvarez Benítez; this conviction followed two other 
encouraging sentences in late 1996 for murders by police and private security guards of street children.  Impunity 
remained intact, however, for eleven murders of street children that occurred in 1996; some of these cases 
appeared to represent a kind of Asocial cleansing@ and at least one was carried out by a member of the security 
forces.   

Children=s rights suffered a setback when the government delayed implementation of a new Minors= Code 
scheduled to take effect in September. As of this writing, the Congress had postponed implementation of the code 
until at least March 1998.  The code represented a vast improvement over current legislation, extending important 
procedural protections to children accused of crimes, including the right to a lawyer at the government=s 
expense.  It forbade placing children in protective custody in juvenile detention centers or imprisonment for 
status offenses, such as running away or being homeless.  Research by Human Rights Watch documented ongoing 



abuses against street children and those held in juvenile detention in Guatemala, including arbitrary detention of 
street children, sometimes merely for being homeless; due process violations during adjudication hearings; and the 
practice of holding children deemed to need the state=s protection together with juvenile offenders.  The 
investigation also found children vulnerable to serious mistreatment from staff members and other detainees, 
sometimes with staff acquiescence. 

During 1997, for the first time, a maquiladora union negotiated a contract with a company in the export 
processing sector.  In November 1996, the Labor Ministry failed to determine whether or not the union had mustered 
sufficient strength to compel the company to bargain under Guatemalan law.  Nonetheless, after the conflict 
between the union and the Phillips-Van Heusen company attracted international attention, the union=s sufficient 
base of support was established, a pattern of anti-union activity was uncovered, and the company voluntarily 
entered into negotiations with the union, producing the unprecedented contract. 

 
The Right to Monitor 

Human rights monitors, especially those pressing for justice in cases of human rights violations, continued to face 
death threats, surveillance, and intimidation by unidentified assailants, incidents that the government failed to 
investigate. In the first months of 1997, individuals affiliated with the Association for the Advancement of Social 
Sciences in Guatemala (Asociación para el Avance de las Ciencias Sociales en Guatemala, AVANCSO) faced threats 
and harassment, apparently in relation to the prosecution underway of the alleged intellectual authors of the 1990 
extrajudicial execution of AVANCSO co-founder Myrna Mack.  

An attempt by the Arzú government to promote the election of an unqualified candidate to the Inter-American 
Commission on Human Rights of the Organization of American States (OAS) was defeated in June by a The candidate, 
Francisco Villagrán Kramer, spent nearly three years in office as vice-president under the regime of Gen. Romeo 
Lucas García (1978-1992), during which government death squads eliminated an entire generation of political and 
grassroots leaders, and later formed a political alliance with former military dictator Efraín Ríos Montt, whose 
regime replaced death squad operations with the widespread slaughter of peasants by the army. Human rights 
organizations deemed Villagran Kramer unsuited for leadership in the hemisphere=s most important organization for 
the protection and promotion of human rights.   

 
 

 
The Role of the 

 International Community 
    

United Nations 
The role of the United Nations in moderating the difficult peace process that culminated in the December 1996 
agreement, combined with the presence since late 1994 of more than one hundred human rights observers, has been 
pivotal in reducing politically motivated human rights abuses.  Other branches of the world body also played 
critical roles, such as the independent experts named by the U.N. Commission on Human Rights since 1990, who 
consistently highlighted the structural factors contributing to human rights abuse in Guatemala.  A significant 
number of the recommendations contained in the reports of Independent Expert Christian Tomuschat and his 
successor, Mónica Pinto, have been met over the last few years, such as the dissolution of the civil patrols and 
military commissioners, both civilian groups deputized by the army with great license to commit abuses.  Some of 
the recommendations, such as the creation of an intelligence service fitting for a democratic society, have been 
fulfilled in name only.  Nonetheless, the Human Rights Commission did not renew Pinto=s mandate when it met in 
Geneva in March and April, instead offering the government Aadvisory services@ on human rights  and committing 
the secretary-general to submit a report on human rights by the end of 1997.  Although the human rights situation 



has undeniably improved, the lack of full compliance with the recommendations of the independent experts ought to 
have been grounds for extension of the expert=s mandate. In August, the U.N. Sub-Commission on the Prevention of 
Discrimination and the Protection of Minorities, in an effort to avoid duplication of work carried out by other U.N 
agencies, officially ended fifteen years of examination of the human rights situation in Guatemala as well.  This 
reduction of international mechanisms closely watching the human rights situation left great responsibility in the 
hands of MINUGUA by year=s end.  MINUGUA=s prestige suffered from its delay in taking a position on the 
Adisappearance@ of the guerrilla known as Mincho, provoking tensions in what had previously been exemplary 
relations between the mission and local human rights groups.   
    
United States 
No longer a supplier of overt military aid, the United States became a source of modest financial contributions to 
the peace process.  Military aid that had been frozen since 1990 was converted into a fund to assist in the 
demobilization of combatants.  The administration also pledged a U.S. $1 million contribution to the Historical 
Clarification Commission.  In September, the commission formally requested the Clinton administration to declassify 
records concerning human rights abuses committed during the armed conflict.  Guatemalan authorities in September 
requested documents pertaining to the trial underway of the alleged intellectual authors of the 1990 extrajudicial 
execution of Guatemalan anthropologist Myrna Mack.  U.S. government archives, especially those of intelligence 
agencies that historically worked in tandem with Guatemala=s military intelligence, most likely contain a wealth of 
information critical to the truth-seeking process underway in Guatemala.  In addition to assisting investigations 
and prosecutions inside Guatemala, the release of U.S. documents is likely to expose important aspects of U.S. 
policy that contributed to human rights violations in Guatemala. 

In May, the Clinton administration released 1,400 pages of Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) documents 
regarding its covert operations in Guatemala in the 1950s, including plans to assassinate leading officials of the 
leftist government of Jacobo Arbenz, who was overthrown by a CIA-sponsored military coup. Although only a 
fraction of the classified files the agency maintains on the coup, the documents released provided a chilling 
inside look at the methods used and promoted by the agency, including targeted political assassination and mass 
murder.  These documents underscored the need for a thorough airing of the U.S. role in promoting human rights 
violations in Guatemala and elsewhere. 

Documents released as a result of a lawsuit filed by Jennifer Harbury, the wife of disappeared Guatemalan 
guerrilla commander Efraín Bámaca Velásquez, show that U.S. agencies had information about her husband=s fate 
within days of his March 12, 1992 capture and clandestine detention by the army.  Yet this information was denied 
to Harbury, a U.S. citizen, for more than two years, during which time she engaged in three hunger strikes 
demanding information regarding Bámaca=s fate. 
 
Relevant Human Rights Watch reports: 
Guatemala=s Forgotten Children, 7/97 
Corporations and Human Rights:Freedom of Association in a Maquila in Guatemala, 3/97 
 
 

HAITI 

 
Human Rights Developments 

Haiti=s struggle to establish a solidly democratic government in the past year was marred by political confusion.  
Elections in April were disputed, with tentative results announced only in August. Controversy surrounded the 
Provisional Electoral Council. Prime Minister Rosny Smarth resigned in June, and, at this writing, the government 
cannot agree on his successor. Noting Haiti=s still tentative security situation, the United Nations extended the 



mandate of peacekeeping troops and civilian police advisors in the United Nations Transition Mission in Haiti 
(UNTMIH) for six months, until November 30, 1997. 

  Despite these upheavals, the public steadily clamored for justice, with demonstrations marking the 
anniversaries of political assassinations. But the government failed to dedicate needed resources to confront 
impunity.  Only the Haitian National Police (HNP) revealed a willingness to discipline and fire human rights 
violators within its ranks.  As Haitian courts imposed minimal criminal sanctions on abusive police officers or 
simply dismissed charges against them, HNP human rights violations persisted. Officers beat detainees, killed 
criminal suspects or others with an excessive use of force, and, albeit in fewer cases than in 1996, committed 
extrajudicial executions.   

On November 4, 1996, HNP agents killed five men in the Delmas area of Port-au-Prince.  HNP officers 
reportedly executed one of the men after having handcuffed him, while apparently killing two with excessive force 
and two in unclear circumstances.  By July 1997, the HNP=s inspector general=s office (IG), an internal police 
disciplinary body, had fired seven officers for the incident, who later were tried and acquitted.  The U.N./ 
Organization of American States International Civilian Mission in Haiti estimated that the police killed twenty 
criminal suspects with an excessive use of force from January to August 1997, and reportedly extrajudicially 
executed three individuals during that period, one of whom died after police beat him severely. 

Haitian police frequently beat detainees, both in urban areas, where violent crime contributed to officer 
frustration and violence, and in the provinces. Seven police beat Chena Pierre Martial, a congressman from Trou-
du-Nord, in August, after he reportedly evoked one officer=s jealousy at a local dance. The IG later fired the seven 
agents. In September, police in Cayes arrested Yvon Chéry, the director of a local news station, beating him and 
detaining him overnight, reportedly because they were angry that Chéry had argued with police about an alleged 
traffic violation the day before. Police routinely held detainees in lockups beyond the forty-eight-hour maximum 
period prescribed by law.  

Police abused their authority by engaging in violent criminal activity, including murder and drug trafficking.  
On May 20, HNP agent Antoine Bien Aimée killed his cousin, Eddy Bien Aimée, and wounded another cousin, Luckner 
Bien Aimée, allegedly over a petty dispute.  In late July, several officers from Jéremie, in the department of 
Grande Anse, were arrested for armed robbery in the Delmas area of Port-au-Prince. The HNP Grande Anse 
departmental commander, Fritz Jean, who had provided the vehicle used in the robbery, violated police procedures by 
ordering three of the arrested officers, his apparent co-conspirators, released.  At this writing,  Jean retains 
his position and neither he nor any HNP agent has faced trial for the incident.  On October 2, off-duty HNP agent 
Jude Merzy fired into a crowd leaving a soccer match in Grand Goâve, killing one man and wounding several 
others. 

The IG disciplined dozens of officers for human rights and other abuses and sent over thirty cases to the 
Haitian courts in 1997.  By September, the IG had fired over 160 officers for serious violations of police 
regulations, such as crimes or human rights abuses. The IG=s work earned it the ire of fellow police, and 
inspectors took extra security precautions in the face of frequent threats of violence, some of which were made 
directly by police charged with abuses, urging them to cease their investigations or withdraw criminal complaints. . . . 
However, the Haitian courts did not keep pace with the IG=s progress; most police abuse criminal cases referred to 
the courts by the IG, ranging from simple assault to homicide, did not go to trial or were marred by irregularities.  

Weaknesses in the judicial system and an apparent lack of governmental will precluded prosecutions for 
human rights violations that occurred under Haiti=s military dictatorships as well. The justice ministry=s November 
1996 creation of the National Penal Unit (Unité Pénale Nationale, UPENA), to assist with human rights prosecutions, 
ended in failure by February 1997, when the unfunded unit collapsed. The government set aside no funds for victim 
reparations for the deaths of family members or serious injuries resulting from military violence. The Special 
Investigations Unit, a team formed in late 1995 with international support and charged with investigating 
politically motivated crimes, made few advances. The Haitian government did little to challenge the United States 



government=s refusal to return thousands of incriminating documents it had seized from the Haitian military and the 
paramilitary group, the Front for the Advancement and Progress of Haiti (Front pour l=Avancement et Progrés 
d=Haïti, FRAPH) in FRAPH was responsible for human rights atrocities under the military government that ruled Haiti 
from 1991 to 1994 and reportedly was founded with Central Intelligence Agncy assistance.  The International 
Lawyers= Bureau, a special prosecution team supported by the justice ministry and focusing on two cases, stood out 
for having made progress toward successful human rights trials.   

The lawyers= bureau continued preparation for trials of those accused of the December 1993 massacre of at 
least thirty residents of Cité Soleil and the 1994 massacre of at least fifteen individuals in Raboteau, near 
Gonaïves, both of which were committed by Haitian soldiers and FRAPH members.  Over twenty defendants, including 
military officials, were in detention for the Raboteau case, although one escaped in March. The U.S. government 
impeded progress on the Raboteau and Cité Soleil cases by failing to produce documents detailing its own 
investigations of each case.  U.S. authorities, including Amb. William Swing, conducted these inquiries shortly after 
each incident had occurred.  In June, the U.S. State Department denied Haiti=s request for expedited delivery of the 
Cité Soleil materials and in October, the U.S. rejected Haiti=s March request for expedited delivery of the Raboteau 
materials. 

Several of the human rights cases that did go to trial were marred by apparent corruption or prosecutorial 
incompetence.  In late July, Adrien Saint Julien, the former military commander in Marchand Dessalines, a 
community near St. Marc, was tried for the murders of Loukens Pierre and Antoine Pauleus in 1992.  At trial, the 
prosecutor failed to present critical evidence and the judge permitted jury members to speak to the defense 
attorney. One juror abandoned the trial before its completion, potentially skewing the outcome of the trial. 
Nevertheless, the judge permitted jury deliberation and Saint Julien was acquitted.  Despite the existence of other 
criminal complaints against Saint Julien, authorities released him shortly after the trial. On September 15, former 
soldier Thélusmé Jean-Gilles was acquitted in Jacmel for the October 1993 murder of Marie Délène Nicolas, a local 
supporter of then-ousted President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, after the prosecution neglected to present essential 
elements of the case. On September 19, in Jacmel, a former section chief (chef de section, a military auxiliary in 
a small town), Baguidy Calixdé, who was accused of the 1994 killing of a reputed Aristide supporter, Pachino Dord, 
in Leogane, was brought to trial despite the observance of a national day of mourning for victims of a ferry 
disaster.  Court officials failed to notify the witnesses and the victim=s family that the trial was going forward.  
Amid allegations that the defendant=s family had bribed the judge, the judge allowed the trial to proceed.  Since 
no witnesses were available to testify, the prosecutor asked that charges be dropped.  The court complied and 
released Calixdé.   

As public confidence in the police and the judicial system crumbled, vigilante violence continued in Haiti, with 
a handful of deaths each month of suspected criminals at the hands of angry mobs. In mid-September, residents of 
the rural community of Sevrin in the south-west killed Louinor Jean-Louis and his wife, Vesta Jeune, with machete 
blows, after accusing them of engaging in sorcery that contributed to an infant=s death. 

Judicial failures to respect due process and to try old cases resulted in over 80 percent of Haiti=s prison 
population being held in preventive detention, often for excessive periods. As of August 1997, several women at 
the Fort National prison and men at the National Penitentiary had been held without trial for over two years, while 
over two dozen boys had spent over sixteen months at Fort National without trial. In mid-August, Haitian courts 
ordered several supporters of the Mobilization for National Development (Mobilisatión pour le Dévelop-pement 
National, MDN) released for insufficient evidence. They had been detained in 1996 for allegedly threatening state 
security.  A handful of prisoners remained in detention on charges of failing to pay debts, in violation of the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, a treaty ratified by Haiti.   

The National Penitentiary Administration (Administration Pénitentiaire Nationale, APENA) improved prison 
conditions somewhat, providing cleaner facilities and better nutrition for prisoners. However, general conditions 
in Haiti=s overcrowded prisons remained dismal.  A few complaints surfaced of beatings by APENA guards, but these 



were not addressed due to the absence of clear procedures for disciplining APENA staff.  Overcrowding prevented 
the necessary segregation of prisoners according to age and legal status. Of greatest concern, the 
concentration of over seventy male minors, both convicts and preventive detainees, in two cells at Fort National 
contributed to multiple rapes of younger, weaker prisoners by older or stronger fellow inmates. Prison authorities 
admitted that they lacked other holding facilities that would allow them to isolate victims from their attackers.  
In provincial prisons, few minors were held with adults.   

On October 6, three off-duty APENA guards reportedly gunned down Louis Emilio Passe, a congressional deputy 
from Dame Marie.  He died several days later.  At this writing, one APENA guard is under arrest, while two remain 
at large. 
 

The Right to Monitor 
Haiti did not impede independent human rights monitoring in 1997. The Office of Citizen Protection (Office de la 
Protection du Citoyen, a human rights ombudsman) received start-up funds early in the year, but at this writing, 
the government has not allocated it operating funds. The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights briefly visited 
Haiti in August to investigate the shooting of one of its members, former Haitian Justice Minister Jean-Joseph 
Exumé.  The commissioner apparently was the victim of a carjacking. 
 

The Role of the  

International Community 
 

United Nations and the Organization of American States 
The U.N. maintained a peacekeeping presence in Haiti in the past year, with UNTMIH=s  fifty military and 250 civilian 
police personnel. In light of planned withdrawals of U.N. forces, Canada pledged to maintain 700 troops in Haiti 
until the end of the year and the U.S. Support Group Mission of approximately 500 troops remains in Haiti at this 
writing.  The reduced staff of the U.N./OAS International Civilian Mission, who briefly served as electoral monitors 
in April, planned to continue their low-profile human rights observation and training for local groups until 
year=s end.   
 
United States 
The U.S. government refused again to return to the Haitian government the approximately 160,000 pages of 
documents and other materials seized from FRAPH and Haitian military headquarters in 1994. The U.S. continued to 
insist that the documents only would be returned after U.S. citizens= names had been excised, apparently for the 
illegitimate purpose of covering up U.S. complicity in political murder and other abuses, particularly the role of 
U.S. intelligence assets with the military government and FRAPH. Ambassador Swing stated that his government 
already had removed information identifying U.S. citizens from 113 pages of the materials. The refusal to return 
Haitian property to Haitian prosecutors, in conjunction with the U.S. government=s failure to provide details of its 
own investigations of the Cité Soleil and Raboteau massacres, obstructed justice for Haitian human rights victims. 

In August, the State Department acted to prevent the deportation of FRAPH leader Emmanuel Constant, who had 
received regular CIA payments while directing the paramilitary organization.  Arguing that Constant=s return to 
Haiti might cause instability and burden the judicial system, the State Department allowed him to remain in New 
York with a work permit.  This kept Constant beyond the reach of Haitian prosecutors, despite high-ranking 
Haitian officials= assurances that he could receive a fair trial. 

Its refusal to cooperate with Haiti=s struggle against impunity seriously damaged U.S. credibility.  More 
positively, the U.S.-backed Legal Assistance Program provided representation to Haitian prisoners, reportedly 
resulting in 3,000 releases.   

In June, the Senate passed the DeWine amendment, which would deny U.S. visas to those who had been Acredibly 



alleged@ to have committed or ordered political killings in Haiti.  If passed into law, the bill, which remains in 
conference at this writing, would require the State Department to report each year to Congress on compliance 
with the provision. 
 
Relevant Human Rights Watch report: 
Human Rights Record of The Haitian National Police, 1/97 
 
 

MEXICO 

    
      Human Rights Developments  

Although the Mexican government continued to pay rhetorical attention to human rights, serious violations and 
impunity remained the norm during 1997. Authorities failed to address human rights violations stemming from acute 
rural tensions, the army=s confrontation with leftist guerrillas, and a much-needed but ill-designed campaign to 
fight organized and common crime. In case after case, Mexican officials refused to engage in constructive dialogue 
with Mexican and international human rights organizations, preferring to obfuscate or ignore human rights issues 
rather than offer workable solutions to well-documented problems. At the heart of many abuses lay Mexico=s 
police and justice systems, which often functioned at the expense of, rather than in support of, human rights. 

Despite the serious human rights violations that took place during the year, the country made important 
strides in expanding political rights. On July 6, Mexicans voted in mid-term elections, casting ballots in a poll 
historic in both procedure and outcome. The elections represented an important consolidation of the right of 
Mexicans to exercise their political freedoms. Mexican and international observers agreed that procedural 
irregularities were minimal, in contrast to previous elections. Electoral reforms instituted over recent years 
permitted much freer balloting; for the first time ever, for instance, the Federal Electoral Institute (Instituto 
Federal Electoral, IFE) operated independently from the government, and IFE officials administered the elections 
fairly in most parts of the country. Contrary to the trend in the rest of Mexico, however, serious irregularities did 
take place in Chiapas. There, according to Civic Alliance Chiapas (Alianza Cívica Chiapas, ACC), a local branch of 
the national good-governance group, more than 150 voting booths were burned or robbed. Supporters of the leftist 
Zapatista Army of National Liberation (Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional, EZLN), which launched an armed 
uprising in January 1994, and partisans of the ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party (Partido Revolucionario 
Institucional, PRI), who organized into armed groups in northern Chiapas, carried out the attacks. 

The outcome of the vote sent a shock wave through Mexican politics, as the PRI lost control of the Chamber of 
Deputies, Mexico=s lower house of congress, for the first time since the party was formed seven decades ago. The 
elections also resulted in opposition leaders assuming pivotal positions that had always before been occupied by 
members of the PRI, such as speaker of the Chamber of Deputies and mayor of Mexico City.  

Though historic, the vote offered little hope of immediate improvements in the human rights situation, an 
outcome that would require the new congress to act as a counterbalance to the arbitrary actions of the 
traditionally authoritarian executive branch of government. Congress could, for instance, press state governors to 
end impunity for human rights violations, hold authorities accountable for abuses documented by the government=s 
National Human Rights Commission (Comisión Nacional de Derechos Humanos, CNDH), and require the executive to take 
meaningful action to end human rights violations and ensure that violators faced justice. At this writing, it is too 
soon to know if congress would assume such a role.  

In addition to the advance constituted by the elections, Mexico deserved credit for the important role it played 
as one of eight countries leading a diplomatic effort to draft a convention banning anti-personnel landmines. 
Begun in October 1996, the negotiations, which eventually came to include eighty-nine countries, resulted in 
September in the signing of a convention on the total prohibition of anti-personnel landmines. 



On the domestic front, however, Mexican officials took much less seriously the numerous and serious human 
rights problems that needed urgent attention. In rural Mexico, violence continued unabated. In April, Human Rights 
Watch issued findings covering Chiapas, Sinaloa, Guerrero, and Oaxaca states. A common feature of much rural 
violence was the misuse of the structures of governmentCprosecutors= offices, the police, and courtsCto harass 
real or perceived opponents of the ruling party, reinforcing victims= assumption that the justice system could not 
effectively and impartially mediate community conflicts stemming from political differences, economic rivalries, or 
religious discord. In Chiapas, for example, Human Rights Watch reported that while many of the assassinations, 
abductions, threats, and expulsions in rural Mexico were carried out by private individuals, government agents 
often facilitated such abusive acts, failed to prosecute the perpetrators, or appeared to use the judicial system to 
achieve partisan goals. Moreover, in many cases, officials participated directly in abuses. 

Those problems remained serious throughout the year. In northern Chiapas, community conflict continued to lead 
to expulsions and murder. For instance, Juan López Jiménez, a leader of the pro-PRI armed group called Peace and 
Justice, was assassinated on June 15 in Sabanilla municipality.  In what appeared to be a reprisal, four members of 
the opposition Party of the Democratic Revolution (Partido de la Revolución Democrática, PRD) were killed on June 
22 and 23. 

As this incident made clear, violence in the region was not one-sided. A pattern emerged, however, in which 
prosecutors and police frequently turned a blind eye toward abuses committed by government supporters but 
fiercely prosecuted alleged acts of violence committed by real or perceived government opponents. In a positive 
move, starting in May Chiapas state officials released at least twelve people who had been wrongly jailed in such 
circumstances. The detainees had gone on hunger strike in November 1996 to force government review of their 
cases. At this writing, others claiming to be wrongly detained are still in jail. 

Serious human rights violations also continued to take place in the context of the government=s fight against 
the leftist Popular Revolutionary Army (Ejército Popular Revolucionario, EPR), which first appeared in June 1996. In 
Guerrero state, Mexican human rights groups documented a series of abuses committed by the army and police in 
their zeal to combat the guerrillas. A July 1997 report by the Miguel Agustín Pro Juárez Human Rights Center 
(Centro de Derechos Humanos AMiguel Agustín Pro Juárez,@ PRODH) found a pattern of army abuses consisting of 
Aillegal searches, arbitrary detentions, physical torture, detentions beyond legally allowed limits, death threats, 
incommunicado detention in military barracks, and psychological torture that include simulated executions.@ 
Detainees were typically blindfolded, held incommunicado for periods of between several hours and several days, 
tortured, and interrogated about the EPR, then released or turned over to the public prosecutor=s office. For 
instance, unidentified men took Magencio Abad Zeferino Domínguez, from Olinalá municipality, from his home on 
December 27, 1996, and questioned him about the EPR. According to a report prepared by the Tlachinollán Human 
Rights Center of the Mountain (Centro de Derechos Humanos de la Montaña Tlachinollán), Zeferino was kept 
blindfolded during his entire detention and suffered torture consisting of near-drowning and electric shocks. His 
abductors moved him to several locations. In one of the detention centers where Zeferino was held, he encountered 
Luis Gonzaga Lara, another man from Olinalá municipality who had been abducted on December 27 and questioned 
about the EPR. The unidentified men who interrogated Gonzaga told him, ASee, why didn=t you want to say who had 
painted the letters?@Ca reference to an incident a week earlier in which soldiers arbitrarily detained him and 
questioned him about a political slogan painted on the wall of his house. It appeared, therefore, that the December 
27 abductions of Gonzaga and Zeferino were carried out by security forces. Eventually, both men were released. 

Such abuses also took place in Oaxaca state, another region where the EPR was active. In Loxichas, Mexican 
human rights groups tallied scores of arbitrary detentions, temporary Adisappearances,@ and incidents of torture 
carried out in operations coordinated by the police and military. The crackdown began in August 1996, following an 
EPR attack in the region that was part of a coordinated assault by the guerrilla group in several states, and 
continues as of this writing. On August 4, for instance, Oaxaca state police detained and blindfolded Juanario 
Crispín Almaráz Silva, from San Agustín Loxicha. According to the Fray Francisco Vitoria Human Rights Center 



(Centro de Derechos Humanos AFray Francisco Vitoria@), he was beaten severely and interrogated about the EPR, then 
transported to a Mexico City prison. The following day, he was released without charge. Celerino Jiménez Almaráz 
had not been so lucky. Police wounded him after breaking into his home in San Mateo Río Hondo on April 24. 
According to his wife, Jiménez tried to flee, even though he had been wounded in the leg. His body was found two 
days later; police said he died in an armed confrontation. 

Government officials also engaged in serious abuses under the guise of promoting the government=s fight 
against illegal drugs. In May officials did so after someone stole half a ton of cocaine from the San Luis Río 
Colorado, Sonora state, Office of the Federal Attorney General (Procuraduría General de la República, PGR). The 
drug had been confiscated from traffickers. Agents of the special anti-drug unit of the police detained Alberto 
Gómez García, one of the robbery suspects, on May 27, held him incommunicado, and moved him from location to 
location in Mexico, torturing him by methods including near-suffocation and electric shocks. On June 3, federal 
prosecutors announced that they had been holding Gómez under a type of arrest known as Aarraigo,@ in which the 
detainee is not held in jail but cannot move from a designated area. Eventually, on June 22, Gómez=s family was 
permitted to see him while he was held under arraigo in Mexico City=s Hotel Edison. The PGR informed Human Rights 
Watch in September that the torture allegations and complaints of procedural irregularities were being 
investigated by the PGR=s Internal Criminal Investigations Unit (Visitaduría General) and Internal Administrative 
Investigations Unit (Contraloría Interna).  

Mexican human rights groups have also documented a growing problem of Adisappearances@ in northern Mexico, 
apparently related to drug trafficking. PRODH chronicled at least sixteen between June 1996 and August 1997 in 
Sinaloa state. In many cases it was not clear if the victims were detained by police or soldiers, or, if such 
officials were responsible, if the authorities were working with the goal of fighting drug trafficking in general 
or were in the employ of a drug trafficker looking to weaken a rival gang. Rómulo Rico Urrea, for instance, 
remains missing since September 1996. A report by the New York Times in March described evidence of links 
between the abductors and Gen. Jesús Gutiérrez Rebollo, who was named in December 1996 to head Mexico=s anti-
drug efforts, then removed and jailed on allegations that he was in the employ of drug traffickers. In October, 
the same newspaper reported that more than fifty people have been reported Adisappeared@ in Chihuahua, most of 
them after being detained by police. 

Torture in Mexico remained a serious problem in the cases of suspected guerrillas and in detentions related to 
common crime. In its third periodic report submitted to the United Nations Committee Against Torture (CAT), the 
Mexican government provided an excessively formal description of the torture problem in Mexico, focusing on legal 
reforms and provisions designed to combat torture while ignoring the inefficacy of these measures. In its 
conclusions reached in April, the CAT noted the positive nature of some of the legal reforms and education 
initiatives undertaken by the government but strongly faulted the Aprofound dichotomy@ between legal and 
administrative structures and the continuing systematic practice of torture in the country. Mexican human rights 
groups prepared detailed documentation on torture in anticipation of the August visit of Nigel Rodley, the U.N. 
special rapporteur on torture. Rodley=s visit to Mexico was his first to Mexico in his U.N. post and followed years 
of requests to the Mexican government for permission to make the trip. 

During 1997, public security continued to demand attention from Mexican policy makers, as common and 
organized crime grew in magnitude. President Ernesto Zedillo noted in his state-of-the-union address in 
September that Apublic insecurity in the streets is the most serious concern facing Mexicans.@ He lamented, too, 
that much of that insecurity came from the fact that Mexicans continue Afearing both those who commit crime and 
those who should fight it, because frequently [those who should be fighting crime] cover it up or tolerate illegal 
acts.@ Nowhere were public security concernsCand human rights violations stemming from police operations Cmore 
clear than in Mexico City, where techniques developed to combat crime hinged upon the violation of civil liberties, 
including freedom of movement and due process. Police cordoned off streets or entire neighborhoods, detained all 
present, and only later released detainees not deemed suspicious. The abuses stemming from this anti-crime 



strategy reached tragic proportions on September 8, when, after responding to a reported robbery in the Buenos 
Aires district, a police officer was killed in an apparent shoot-out with the suspects. Three people reported by 
witnesses to have been detained by police were found murdered the next day. Three other people detained by men in 
plain clothes and missing since September 8, were found dead on September 30. In October, police arrested at 
least two dozen police officers, one of whom was accused of aggravated homicide. After the incident, authorities 
dissolved the AJaguars@ Special Dissuasive Group (Grupo Especial Disuasivo AJaguares@), the Mexico City police 
force from whose ranks came the officer accused of aggravated homicide. At this writing it was not clear how 
far up the chain of command the investigation would reach. 

As police took ever-stronger actions to fight crime, journalists covering crime increasingly faced 
harassment, physical attacks, and even death. Gunmen killed at least two journalists during the year, Jesús Bueno 
León of the Guerrero state weekly 7 Días and Benjamín Flores Guerrero, with the Sonora state daily La Prensa. 
Prior to his murder, Bueno had written that he believed state officials planned to kill him in retaliation for his 
reporting. In the Flores Guerrero case, state authorities arrested two men they accused of carrying out the 
assassination at the behest of a man believed to be a drug trafficker. 

Other physical attacks against journalists also took place during the year. In separate incidents in 
September, for instance, unidentified assailants kidnapped two reporters with the daily Reforma. On September 5, 
after interviewing family members of PGR agents accused of drug trafficking, Daniel Lizárraga was driven around 
in a taxi by men who interrogated him about the interviews and threatened him to stop covering the subject. 
Before releasing Lizárraga, the assailants stole materials related to the story, including his interview notes. Just 
days before, on August 25, assailants kidnaped, beat, and threatened Reforma reporter David Vicenteño, who was 
covering the Adisappearance@ of a Mexico City police agent. Then, on September 13, men dressed in civilian 
clothing kidnaped René Solorio, a reporter with the Hechos news program on TV Azteca. The assailants tortured the 
journalist by placing a plastic bag over his head and threatening to execute him. They warned him and his boss, 
anchor Javier Alatorre, to drop stories critical of police operations in Mexico City. The station had recently 
broadcast a news story with footage showing armed robbers talking with police officers after committing 
robberies. The following day, Hechos reporter Ernesto Madrid suffered a similar attack. On September 17, a 
reporter from the daily El Universal who had covered the same story broadcast on AHechos@ was beaten. 

Mexican journalists and foreign correspondents in the country also continued to face the harassment of 
criminal libel suits, which, according to the New York-based Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), carried with 
them the threat of a maximum of eleven months in prison.  Among those facing defamation charges were Ninfa 
Deandar, editor of Tamaulipas state daily El Mañana de Nuevo Laredo, who has suffered death threats, and Sam Dillon 
and Craig Pyes of the New York Times. Other journalists were threatened with court action if they did not submit 
to prosecutors= questioning regarding information published in their newspapers. 

In the area of labor rights, Mexicans continued to suffer violations stemming from lax government 
enforcement of labor standards and legal structures that impeded the organization of independent unions. For 
instance, Human Rights Watch documented the government=s failure to enforce anti-discrimination law in export-
processing factories known as maquiladoras and pro-government bias within federal labor tribunals. In 1996 and 
1997, Human Rights Watch filed complaints about these problems before the United States National Administrative 
Office (U.S. NAO) (see The Role of the International Community). The U.S. NAO was created by the North American 
Agreement on Labor Cooperation (NAALC), commonly referred to as the labor rights side agreement of the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), to handle such matters.  Union activists also faced threats, physical 
attacks, and reprisals for union organizing. 

An important appeals-court decision in June offered hope that certain longstanding legal restrictions on 
union freedoms in Mexico would be eliminated. Based on a challenge made by the Single Union of Workers of the 
Fishing Ministry (Sindicato Unico de Trabajadores de la Secretaría de Pesca, SUTSP)Cthe union on whose behalf 
Human Rights Watch filed one of the U.S. NAO cases mentioned aboveCa court ruled unconstitutional provisions of a 



federal labor law that prohibited more than one union from organizing in any single government entity, such as a 
ministry. While the decision constituted an important success for freedom of association advocates, it was not 
clear what impact the decision would have, since federal labor law did not define the rights of second, minority 
unions in the federal workplace and the June legal decision did nothing to fill the legal void. Until Mexican law 
specified the rights of second unionsCincluding their ability to receive union dues and have time off for official 
union activitiesCthe formation of more than one union in federal workplaces would prove meaningless. Indeed, 
though the court decision gave SUTSP the right to exist along with a pro-government union within the Ministry of 
the Environment, Natural Resources and Fishing (Secretaría del Medio Ambiente, Recursos Naturales y Pesca, 
SEMARNAP), SUTSP was not able to work as a union. At this writing, SUTSP is working through the courts to have 
its rights defined.  
 

The Right to Monitor 
The Mexican government continued to react vehemently against international human rights pressure, dismissing 
well-documented human rights reports and even expelling foreign human rights monitors. As in past years, Mexican 
human rights groups faced serious threats and attacks during 1997. 

Church-related human rights groups continued to come under attack throughout Mexico. In Mexico City, a series 
of death threats received by members and collaborators of PRODH tapered off by the end of the 1996, but armed men 
appeared outside the group=s Mexico City offices in May after the group gave assistance to foreigners threatened 
with expulsion. After keeping watch on the offices for a week, the men disappeared. Following a series of death 
threats against PRODH in 1996, some of which were delivered in writing and by hand to the group=s Mexico City 
address, authorities installed a closed-circuit video camera outside PRODH=s offices and instructed police to patrol 
the area near the building where the group worked. Judicial investigations into the threats, however, led nowhere, 
as authorities failed to follow up leads provided by PRODH. 

Chihuahua=s Commission of Solidarity and Defense of Human Rights (Comisión de Solidaridad y Defensa de los 
Derechos Humanos, COSYDDHAC) came under renewed threat in January, when the organization=s secretary and 
founder were told to leave or they would be killed. COSYDDHAC had received similar threats during 1996. On 
February 15, following increasing pressure against members of the Fray Bartolomé de las Casas Human Rights Center 
(Centro de Derechos Humanos AFray Bartolomé de las Casas@), a group of investigators from the center were 
attacked in Sabanilla, ambushed as they tried to leave the municipal center. Though they had traveled to the 
troubled municipality to gather information, they decided to leave after finding police unwilling to help them; as 
they left the community, armed men stopped them on the road and opened fire when the group tried to reverse its 
vehicles. José Montero from the center was wounded in the arm.  

Also in Chiapas, the Coordinating Group of Nongovernmental Organizations for Peace (Coordinadora de 
Organismos No Gubernamentales por la Paz, CONPAZ) came under renewed attack. On October 7 and November 4, 1996, 
and February 9, 1997, unidentified assailants tried unsuccessfully to burn the group=s offices. On November 7, 1997, a 
CONPAZ member group, Chiltak, received anonymous death threats naming several people who would be killed. Then, 
on May 7, the group=s director, Gerardo González, received death threats by telephone. 

The government showed disdain for international human rights reporting by rejecting information and reports 
by international human rights organizations, including Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International. The day that 
Human Rights Watch published its report on rural violence, for instance, the Foreign Ministry issued a statement 
asserting that the government was concerned about human rights protection but accusing Human Rights Watch of 
ATrying with its partial and unobjective report to distort the real human rights situation in Chiapas, Guerrero, 
Oaxaca, and Sinaloa.@ The statement, typical of the government=s hollow human rights rhetoric, dismissed the report 
as dealing with Apresumed violations that have been resolved or are in the process of being resolved.@ 

When Human Rights Watch challenged the accusations, the Foreign Ministry pointed out three cases that it 
considered resolved or in process of being concluded. In the report on rural violence, Human Rights Watch had 



noted the arrest of the aggressors in two of the cases indicated by the government. Of dozens of other cases 
detailed in the report, however, the Foreign Ministry failed to indicate any one in which a government official had 
been prosecuted for having committed a human rights violation.  

The government=s unwillingness to engage in serious dialogue on human rights issues was reiterated in 
September, when high-level government officials refused to meet with a delegation headed by Amnesty 
International Secretary General Pierre Sané. Following this incident and a similarly embarrassing confrontation 
with French human rights organizations, the government announced the creation of the Inter-Ministerial Commission 
on Mexico=s International Human Rights Obligations. At this writing, the commission has yet to begin its work of 
coordinating actions designed to ensure that Mexico lives up to these obligations.  

Mexican authorities, however, did more to limit human rights monitoring than just issue vacuous press releases 
and close the door to dialogue. In April, the government expelled Vilma Núñez and Benjamín Cuéllar from the Paris-
based International Federation of Human Rights (Federation Internationale des Ligues des Droits de l=Homme, FIDH) 
and Georgeanne Potter of the Boston-based Unitarian Universalist Service Committee. Authorities later apologized 
to Potter and told her she would be permitted back into the country. Also in April, officials pressed twelve 
European peace activists to leave the country because they participated in a protest march in Chiapas. The Mexican 
Foreign Ministry also sought to limit the access of human rights groups to the Inter-American Commission on 
Human Rights. Under the guise of improving the commission=s procedures, Mexico pushed for changes that would have 
eviscerated the commission. Under the Mexican proposals, the offices of government ombudsmenCrather than 
nongovernmental organizationsCwould be the principal conduit for cases to come before the commission, the 
commission=s reports would be confidential, and, according to the legal advisor to Mexico=s Foreign Ministry, those 
who presented cases to the commission would not be permitted to be from Aa third country or international 
organization far from the historical and cultural reality of Mexico.@ The government=s proposals were not adopted. 

 
The Role of the  

International Community 
 

European Union 
Mexico and the European Union (E.U.) agreed in October 1996 to begin formal talks on a trade, political, and 
cooperation agreement. In June, Mexico and the European Commission, which negotiates the terms of agreements 
with non-member states, reached agreement on an interim accord, but the pact was rejected by the E.U.=s Council 
of Ministers on the grounds that the interim agreement did not include the EU=s standard human rights clause. 
Mexico had succeeded in stripping from the clause reference to its internal human rights policies. In July, Mexico 
agreed to the insertion of the full human rights clause. 

Though ultimately unsuccessful at weakening the European Union=s human rights clause, in July Mexico did 
manage to block U.S. $340,000 in E.U. aid for the Mexican Academy of Human Rights (Academia Mexicana de Derechos 
Humanos, AMDH) for monitoring elections in Mexico City. The government of Mexico argued that the Europeans had no 
standing to give money to a nongovernmental group without the government=s consent and argued that the 
Europeans should not interfere with internal electoral proceedures. In April, a ruling party legislative initiative 
in the Chamber of Deputies would have made it illegal for Mexican election monitors to finance their work with 
foreign money. Faced with widespread criticism, the proposal was finally withdrawn. 
 
United States 
Continuing a trend begun several years ago, the United States increased its public support for Mexican human 
rights organizations, an important and positive contribution to the local human rights community. Secretary of 
State Madeleine Albright met with representatives of Mexican human rights groups during a visit to Mexico in May, 
and the U.S. Embassy in Mexico City maintained close contact with such groups. In another positive move, the U.S. 



government sent an unprecedented State Department mission to Mexico to focus exclusively on human rights issues. 
Headed by Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Steven Coffey, the mission resulted from the Mexican government=s 
objection to the State Department=s annual human rights report, released in February. The hard-hitting State 
Department report covered the main problems in Mexico well, finding, AMajor abuses included extrajudicial 
killings, torture, illegal arrests, arbitrary detention, poor prison conditions, illegal searches, violence against 
women, discrimination against women and indigenous persons, some limits on worker rights, and extensive child 
labor in agriculture and in the informal economy.@ 

Although the human rights report left no doubt about Mexico=s rights problems, and the State Department 
showed vigor in supporting the Mexican human rights community, this did not mean that the U.S. government was 
willing to press Mexico for human rights improvements. In this critical area, U.S. policy toward Mexico appeared 
consistent with prior years: tense bilateral issues involving trade and the economy, drugs, and immigration elbowed 
aside human rights concerns. 

The U.S. Labor Department continued to examine two labor rights cases submitted under the NAALC. On January 
27, the department=s U.S. NAO issued a report on a case involving SUTSP, which had been submitted in June 1996 by 
Human Rights Watch, the International Labor Rights Fund (ILRF), and Mexico=s National Association of Democratic 
Lawyers (Asociación Nacional de Abogados Democráticos, ANAD). The petition showed that SUTSP had been unable to 
exercise its right to freedom of association since early 1995 and that no Mexican government agency effectively 
enforced freedom of association laws. Even when SUTSP received legal recognition of its union status, officials in 
SEMARNAPCthe environment ministry, where SUTSP was organizedCrefused to recognize the union. The problem 
remains as of this writing.  

The petitioners in the SUTSP case also argued that certain portions of Mexico=s federal labor law violated 
freedom of association standards, and thereby the NAALC, by establishing that only one union could exist in any 
federal government agency, such as a ministry, and that Mexico=s Federal Conciliation and Arbitration Tribunal 
(Tribunal Federal de Conciliación y Arbitraje, TFCA) was not impartial, as required by the NAALC. Petitioners urged 
the U.S. NAO to review Mexican compliance with its labor law in light of both domestic and international 
standards. 

In its January 1997 report, the U.S. NAO requested that the U.S. Labor Department analyze jointly with its 
Mexican counterpart the issue of how Mexican labor standards related to international labor standards, but did not 
request that action be taken on any issue directly related to the SUTSP case. Through a mechanism termed 
Aministerial consultations,@ the two countries decided to hold a conference called Seminar on International 
Treaties and Constitutional Systems of the United States, Mexico, and Canada. The long and detail-oriented 
information-gathering process undertaken by the U.S. NAO in the SUTSP case, including December 1996 public 
hearings, proved an important method of shining public light on serious Mexican labor rights problems. At this 
writing, however, it has not resulted in any specific actions designed to solve those problems. In fact, the 
January U.S. NAO report failed to include in its analysis much of the well-documented information presented by 
the petitioners. For instance, the U.S. NAO cited SUTSP appeals court victories to conclude that no freedom of 
association violation had taken place, arguing that courts had restored freedom of association rights to the union. 
However, the U.S. NAO did not factor into its decision evidence that, despite the court victories, the union members 
were never able to exercise their rights, since no government official allowed them to do so. Similarly, the U.S. 
NAO found no labor tribunal bias in the SUTSP case but did not directly address the petitioners= complaints. For 
instance, to determine that no bias existed in the tribunal, the U.S. NAO pointed to SUTSP victories when it 
appealed labor tribunal decisions, even though the ability to appeal a decision shed no light on the workings of 
the tribunal whose decision was appealed. Further, the U.S. NAO found that, given its structure, the tribunal would 
appear to be biased in some cases that came before it, but, even given this finding, decided that no further action 
needed to be taken on the bias issue, even though the NAALC required labor tribunals to be completely free of bias.  

In the second case processed by the U.S. NAO during 1997, Human Rights Watch, ILRF, and ANAD accused the 



Mexican government of failing to enforce anti-discrimination laws by permitting mandatory, hiring-related 
pregnancy testing of female job applicants in maquiladoras. The complaint also alleged that victims of this 
discrimination did not have effective access to labor tribunals to resolve the issue. Submitted in May, the NAO 
decided to accept the case for review and began a months-long process of gathering information on the issues 
raised. The Mexican government responded to the case by asserting that pregnancy testing violated neither Mexican 
nor international law. At this writing, the U.S. NAO is still gathering information on the issues raised by 
petitioners. In October, the U.S. NAO announced that it would hold public hearings on the case on November 19.  

A third case was briefly reviewed by the U.S. NAO but later withdrawn by the petitioners. 
 
Relevant Human Rights Watch report: 
State Responsibility for Rural Violence in Mexico, 4/97 

    
    

PERU 

 
Human Rights Developments 

During 1997 a series of attacks on the autonomy of bodies established to protect constitutional rights, on the 
independence of the judiciary,  and on freedom of the press revealed the authoritarian style of the government of 
President Alberto Fujimori with increasing clarity.  In May, the pro-Fujimori majority in Congress crippled the 
recently elected Constitutional Court by dismissing three of its members, an action which prompted the court=s 
president to resign in protest. The congressional action was in response to the court=s issuing of a ruling 
challenging Fujimori=s constitutional right to stand for election for a third consecutive term. The government 
arbitrarily deprived an Israeli-born media owner of his Peruvian nationality and expropriated his shares in his 
television station after he broadcast    an interview with an army intelligence agent who had been detained and 
tortured by her superior officers.  Peru=s shadowy National Intelligence Service (Servicio Nacional de Inteligencia, 
SIN), whose de facto head Vladimiro Montesinos is a close adviser of the president,  was widely suspected of 
ordering  a series of violent attacks on  journalists and prominent politicians, as well as widespread 
surveillance and illegal phone tapping of public personalities such as government ministers and a former 
presidential candidate.  Evidence emerged that members of the La Colina army death squad, whose members were 
released from prison under an amnesty law passed in June 1995, were still regular visitors at army headquarters in 
Lima.    

Peru=s anti-terrorist police continued to engage in torture, and grave abuses were attributed to soldiers 
stationed in zones where armed anti-government groups operated. No advances were made in passing badly needed 
legislation to prevent and punish torture, although several bills had been before Congress since March 1996.  
Conditions in special prisons reserved for those accused or convicted of terrorist crimes continued to violate 
international norms. Hundreds of  innocent prisoners who had fallen foul of the so-called Afaceless@ anti-
terrorist courts, which violated rights to a defense and a fair trial, remained in prison. By November 1, President 
Fujimori had released 227 innocent prisoners convicted or under trial by these courts after the special Ad-hoc 
Commission appointed in 1996 to review such cases recommended their pardon.  Finally responding to intense 
criticism of the courts by domestic and international human rights organizations, the government did not renew 
their mandate when it expired in mid-October; henceforward those accused of terrorism would be tried by ordinary 
judges.  Those accused of the more serious crime of treason would continue to be tried by military courts, but the 
identity of the judges would cease to be secret.  

Armed opposition groups, the Shining Path (Sendero Luminoso) and the Túpac Amaru Revolutionary Movement 
(Movimiento Revolucionario Túpac Amaru, MRTA),  continued to violate international humanitarian law, although the 
scale of abuses by both organizations declined with the level of armed activity. The MRTA=s spectacular seizure on 



December 17, 1996, of hundreds of hostages at the residence of the Japanese Ambassador in Lima flagrantly violated 
the prohibition on hostage-taking contained in the Geneva Conventions. After releasing hundreds of the hostages, 
the MRTA continued to hold seventy-twoCamong them government ministers, judges, and diplomatsCfor more than 
four months, until the army and police stormed the residence, securing their release on April 22, 1997. 

Two members of the security forces and a Supreme Court judge, Carlos Giusti Acuña, died during the rescue.  
Soldiers and police killed all fourteen guerrillas found in the building. The government refused to investigate the 
circumstances of the hostage-takers= deaths to determine whether they were produced by a legitimate use of force 
or whether some may have been killed after their surrender or capture.   

No significant new activity by the MRTA was reported during the year.   Activity by the Shining Path appeared 
to decrease during the hostage crisis, but the organization remained active, particularly in Lima and in remote 
parts of the departments of San Martín, Ucayali, Cusco, Ayacucho, and Huánuco.  There was no sign of any change 
in its tactics, which continued to violate basic principles of international humanitarian law.  According to 
Peruvian human rights groups, between January and August the organization selectively killed eighty-seven people, 
of whom sixty-nine were civilians. On May 15, the seventeenth anniversary of the beginning of its armed campaign, 
the Shining Path exploded a car bomb outside a police station in the working-class area of Ate Vitarte, in Lima, 
wounding several people.   

For the first time in many years, Peruvian human rights organizations had not recorded any cases of 
extrajudicial execution or Adisappearance@ by the armed forces or the police by the end of October. Government 
forces, however, continued to resort to torture when interrogating guerrilla suspects. One month before the end 
of the hostage crisis, the 31st Division of the Peruvian Army detained more than forty peasants in Alto Yurinaki 
and other remote villages of the province of  Chanchamayo, Junín department, where they believed an MRTA 
guerrilla column had originated. The arrests followed the television screening of a newsclip which showed youths 
wearing MRTA bandanas training in a jungle camp in the area. An army communiqué accused the peasants, identified 
in the press by their names, mugshots, and supposed aliases, of belonging to an MRTA column which had planned to 
attack the Villa Rica army counterinsurgency base with the help of conscripts who had infiltrated the base. 
Between February 24 and March 12 the supposed infiltrators, who had themselves been detained and tortured, 
accompanied soldiers round the area identifying villagers, who were then arrested, tortured, and forced to identify 
others.  

During the Alto Yurinaki operation, seventeen-year-old Emerson Wistrecher Cánepa was detained at about 4:00 
p.m on March 9. He was beaten, hung by the feet, kicked in the stomach and plunged head first into a tank full of 
water laced with detergent. This treatment went on for several days, while soldiers forced him to accompany them 
to look for a supposed weapons cache.   The weapons allegedly found were previously buried by the army in a hole 
in the ground, according to local residents.  On March 21 a Channel 15 television interview showed Wistrecher 
after his release, still with ugly wounds on his wrists caused by the electric cables used to tie them. The footage 
also showed the back room of a small grocery store where the soldiers had tortured Wistrecher, complete with a 
car battery used for giving electric shocks and a receptacle still containing water and detergent.  The 
antiterrorist police released most of the detainees after finding no evidence to charge them, despite the advance 
publicity given by the army to their presumed guilt. In a television interview on March 30, President Fujimori 
promised to investigate the allegations of torture, but to our knowledge, the Ministry of Defense did not carry 
out any investigation,  nor were those responsible for the torture detained or charged. 

Army intelligence agents also tortured one of their own subordinates whom they had arrested on suspicion of 
leaking information to the media about secret army plans to intimidate members of the opposition press. On April 
6, AContrapunto,@ a Channel 2 television program, featured a shocking interview with thirty-six-year-old Leonor 
La Rosa Bustamante, which had been secretly filmed at her bedside in Lima=s military hospital.  The camera showed 
severe burns and scarring on the fingernails of her right hand, and she could walk only with assistance. La Rosa, 
herself an active agent of the Army Intelligence Service (Servicio de Inteligencia del Ejército, SIE, a department 



of the SIN), said that the SIE held her for five days in January in the basement of the General Command 
(Comandancia General) of the Peruvian Army, known as the ALittle Pentagon@ (Pentagonito), and SIE agents beat 
her and tortured her with electricity. La Rosa was admitted to the Military Hospital with head injuries. On her 
discharge she was given fifteen days convalescence leave.  When she returned to work on February 11, her superior 
officers again arrested her and took her back to the basement, where they interrogated her under torture for a 
further week. On February 19,  after hemorrhaging as a result of the beatings, she was re-admitted to the military 
hospital, where she suffered respiratory failure. She told Channel 2 reporters and congressmen who visited her 
bedside that her interrogators suspected her of leaking information to the press on secret army intelligence 
plans to blow up a television station and intimidate well-known journalists and human rights defenders, including 
television personality César Hildebrandt and lawyer Heriberto Benítez.  

On May 9 a military court convicted the head of the SIE, Carlos Sánchez Noriega, and three of his subordinates 
for the torture of La Rosa, and sentenced them to eight years imprisonment. The proceedings were conducted 
according to summary military procedures and held in secret, making it impossible for outsiders to assess the 
evidence or whether higher officials may have ordered or acquiesced in the torture. In August the Supreme Court 
resolved in favor of the military a dispute over jurisdiction with the civilian court that was also investigating the 
case, and which had issued an order for an inspection of the SIE=s detention facilities. The ruling preempted the 
inspection and the possibility of public access to the investigation. 

The link between the targets of the SIE=s intimidation campaign appeared to be their role in denouncing army 
human rights abuses. Benítez, a prominent human rights lawyer, represented former Gen. Rodolfo Robles Espinoza, 
who was forced into early retirement when he publicly revealed the involvement of an army death squad, known as 
the Colina Group, in extrajudicial executions and Adisappearances@ in 1992 .   The members of the death squad were 
jailed for human rights crimes but released under a government amnesty promulgated in June 1995.  Since his 
return from exile in Argentina, Robles had received repeated anonymous threats. On  November 26, 1996 army 
intelligence agents beat and abducted him in retaliation for his denouncing the Colina Group=s role in a bomb 
attack the previous October against the Puno transmitter of Global Television, which had been critical of the 
government. The army released Robles in early December after domestic and international protest forced the 
government to approve an amnesty for him. However, harassment of Robles and his family continued. On March 26, 
1997, four unidentified assailants tried to abduct Robles=s son, Jaime Robles Montoya, who was driving his father=s 
car at the time. Leonor La Rosa testified that she had seen members of the Colina Group frequenting army 
headquarters, providing more evidence that the main beneficiaries of the 1995 amnesty were still on active service. 

Included in Channel 2=s feature on Leonor La Rosa was an investigation into the Adisappearance@ of Mariella 
Lucy Barreto Riofano, also a SIE agent and a friend of  La Rosa. The program revealed that a dismembered corpse 
found in plastic bags on a roadside north of Lima on March 23 belonged to Barreto, and that she had been the 
mistress of Capt. Martín Santiago Rivas, former head of the Colina Group. The newspaper La República had reported 
in February that Barreto was also under investigation by the SIE in relation to leaked information about 
intelligence activities.  At this writing those responsible for her murder remain at large. 

Other attacks against journalists and opposition politicians were also attributed by human rights groups to 
the SIN, although the government insisted they were the work of ordinary criminals. On March 19 in Lima, 
unidentified gunmen kidnapped and beat three occupants of a jeep owned by Javier Diez Canseco, a congressman of 
the United Left  (Izquierda Unida), who is known in Peru for his campaigning on human rights issues and the object 
of death threats and attacks in the past.  In the vehicle, apart from the driver, were Patricia Valdez, an 
Argentine human rights advocate, and Diez Canseco=s bodyguard, who was shot in the leg. The three were beaten and 
threatened and eventually dropped off;  the car was found later a burned-out wreck by the roadside.   On April 1, 
four heavily armed men abducted Blanca Rosales, general editor of   La República shortly after midnight close to 
the paper=s offices in central Lima while she was driving home with a colleague, Juan de la Puente.  The men beat 
and threatened Rosales but, like the occupants of Diez Canseco=s jeep, later allowed her to escape.  La Répública, 



a left-of-center opposition newspaper, has campaigned for years against the SIN and the Colina Group. In June, 
César Hildebrandt, presenter of the television program En Persona, demanded that the Interior Ministry guarantee 
his family=s safety after the program aired revelations by La Rosa about a plan in December 1996 by the SIE to kill 
him; he also received a telephone call threatening the safety of his son.  Within days after the revelations became 
public, an En Persona film crew was attacked by three armed men of military appearance who broke into a house 
where they were about to film an interview. A week later, three armed men assaulted and beat up journalist Luis 
Angeles Laynes, political editor of the popular newspaper Ojo, in a Lima street;  Ojo staffers had earlier 
received threatening phone calls. 

While these attacks remained anonymous and the government disclaimed responsibility, it openly denounced 
other journalists and media proprietors who published unwelcome disclosures, and opened selective prosecutions 
against them for alleged tax debts.  The main target was Baruch Ivcher Bronstein, an Israeli-born magnate and 
majority shareholder in Channel 2 television, the station which aired the explosive La Rosa interview.  In the days 
following that broadcast, helicopters circled over the station, and police investigators arrived there to gather 
information about alleged import tax evasion. Captain Julio Salas, a police officer placed in charge of the 
customs investigation, later stated that a superior had told him the investigation was ordered by the SIN. When the 
intended harassment received adverse publicity, the government halted the investigation and publicly denied it had 
ever begun. Salas, who refused to comply with instructions to deny his role in the investigation, was threatened 
and intimidated by his superiors, and on two occasions, unknown assailants attacked his wife in the street.  On 
May 23, the army issued a communiqué denouncing Ivcher, who had taken refuge in Miami,  for allegedly trying to 
damage the armed forces= prestige.  This was followed by a warrant for his arrest by the military justice 
authorities. The government then introduced an unexpected change in the immigration rules, warning naturalized 
Peruvians that they risked losing their citizenship if they engaged in treasonous behavior. On July 13 it revoked 
Ivcher=s Peruvian nationality, citing alleged irregularities in his application for citizenship, which had been 
granted thirteen years before and never previously questioned. This action violated Peru=s constitution (Article 
2:21), which holds that no one may be stripped of his or her nationality, as well as international treaties ratified 
by Peru.   

Minutes before the decree appeared in  the official gazette, Ivcher=s television station, Channel 2, broadcast 
the results of an investigation which purported to show that the SIN had tapped the phones of at least 197 
businessmen, politicians, and public personalities, including  Foreign Minister Francisco Tudela, as well as former 
United Nations secretary-general and opposition presidential candidate, Javier Pérez de Cuellar. President Fujimori, 
Prime Minister Alberto Pandolfi, and the head of the SIN, Julio Salazar Monroe, all strenuously denied the report. 
They claimed that private individuals were responsible and could easily obtain the necessary eavesdropping 
equipment. Communications experts, however, indicated that the sale of electronic eavesdropping equipment was 
restricted to government agencies, while a television investigation revealed that the government of Peru had 
updated its electronic surveillance equipment in 1994. 

By various legal means Fujimori=s party, Change 90-New Majority (Cambio 90-Nueva Mayoría, C90-NM) tried to 
weaken the critical function of autonomous constitutional bodies set up to safeguard individual rights and the rule 
of law.   In May, C90-NM=s parliamentary majority  dismissed three members of the Constitutional Court after 
impeaching them for publishing a ruling that a law passed by Fujimori to enable him to stand for a second re-
election in the year 2000 was inapplicable. Article 112 of the constitution does not permit a second re-election, 
but the impugned law had interpreted the article as excluding terms of office prior to the promulgation of the 
constitution in 1993. The impeachers argued that the court had no quorum for the ruling, but  four of the seven 
judges on the court disagreed. The firings caused protests across the nation and provoked strong objections from 
the judiciary, the attorney general, the Office of the People=s Defender (Defensor del Pueblo), and the Catholic 
Church, as well as concern by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. Prior to her dismissal, one of the 
judges, Delia Revoredo, found herself under investigation by a Callao court for the import of a car in a case which 



had long been closed, and she alleged that her home had been under surveillance.  
Measures purported to reform the judiciary, which was drastically purged after Fujimori=s coup in 1992, came 

under severe questioning from politicians, the public, and the judges themselves, as it became increasingly clear 
the goal was to tighten executive control over the court system. A poll conducted in August revealed that less 
than one in five members of the Lima population had any confidence in the judiciary, and judges themselves 
complained of insecurity after a wave of firings by the Executive Commission of the Judiciary, whose head, former 
navy Capt. José Dellepiane, was appointed in 1996 by the government to overhaul the courts.  Five years after 
Fujimori=s drastic intervention of the judiciary, 80 percent of Peru=s judges still had only provisional status, and 
their lack of tenure made them notoriously vulnerable to pressure from the executive branch. The director of the 
Academy of the National Magistrates= Council (Consejo Nacional de la Magistratura, CNM), which is responsible for 
training judges, estimated that it would take three or four years for the CNM to fill all the vacant posts with 
permanent appointees. Meanwhile, the commissions set up in 1996 to coordinate the restructuring of the courts and 
the Public Ministry were criticized for inefficiency as well as being headed by loyal government appointees. 
Members of Congress from the government as well as the opposition made new proposals in August to restructure 
the reform process, including a controversial proposal to reduce the training requirements of new judges to 
speed up new appointments. As a result of Fujimori=s intervention, the courts= traditional inefficiency has been 
compounded by a growing subservience to the executive branch. 

In a disturbing development which illustrated the above problems, conflicts between civilian courts and 
military tribunals over the applicability of constitutional guarantees such as writs of habeas corpus were resolved 
in favor of the military by the Supreme Court. When  Attorney General Miguel Aljovín Swayne ordered legal action 
against the Superior Council of Military Justice (Consejo Superior de Justicia Militar, CSJM) for failing to comply 
with three separate habeas corpus writs  issued by the Chamber of Public Law of the Lima appeals court, the 
CSJM=s president threatened to open impeachment proceedings against Aljovín.  Then the CSJM presented a 
disciplinary complaint against the Lima appeals court judges who had granted the habeas corpus. In June, a 
Supreme Court panel summarily relieved Judges Sergio Salas Villalobos, Elizabeth Roxana MacRae Thays, and Juan 
Cancio Castillo Velásquez of their duties on the appeals court.  One of the cases it had been due to hear was an 
appeal for constitutional protection (amparo) by Baruch Ivcher against the decision depriving him of his Peruvian 
nationality.  

The Supreme Court also dismissed the attorney general=s accusation against the CSJM, arguing that the military 
justice authorities could disregard any habeas corpus which was Aillegal.@ Instead, it ordered the three appellate 
judges prosecuted for breach of public duty (prevaricato). The panel which ruled on the case was composed of 
temporary judges without tenure, and who were therefore vulnerable to pressure from the military and the 
executive. On September 4, the Executive Commission of the Public Ministry decided not to order the prosecution of 
the three judges.  

In July, then-Minister of the Interior Carlos Saucedo issued a shocking order that Judge Elba Greta Minaya 
Calle, of the 37th Penal Court of Lima, be prosecuted for terrorism and other crimes for granting a habeas corpus 
writ against the National Police. Due to a public outcry, the terrorism accusation was dropped, but disciplinary 
proceedings against Judge MinayaCwidely respected for her independence and integrityCremain open at this 
writing.  

Congress renewed the mandate of the adhoc commission established in 1996 to review cases of prisoners 
unjustly accused or sentenced for terrorism until February, 1988. By November President Fujimori had released 227 
innocent prisoners on the recommendation of the commission, but hundreds more remained in jail.  As of this 
writing, the government has refused to renew access of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) to 
maximum-security prisons, which it suspended during the hostage crisis. Visits by the ICRC, which does not publish 
its findings but communicates them privately to the government, have proven effective in reducing the incidence 
of ill-treatment, including torture and forcible disappearance, of detainees.  The continued denial of ICRC access 



underlined the government=s disregard for the rights of detainees accused of terrorism and treason. Prison 
conditions for high-security prisoners continued to be extremely harsh. In April and August, 161 high-security 
prisoners jailed for terrorist offenses were transferred to a new prison at Challapalco, located at more than 
14,000 feet in the Peruvian Andes, where temperatures drop to twenty degrees below zero centigrade (four 
degrees below zero Fahrenheit). These conditions constituted a serious risk to health, and the remoteness of the 
site meant that the prisoners were virtually cut off from the outside world, violating international norms. 

In June the government introduced new prison regulations for prisoners accused or convicted of Aterrorist@ 
crimes, which may ameliorate some of the worst features of the prison regime. Prisoners were to be allowed 
weekly, instead of monthly, visits from the families, and their children would be allowed to visit them every week, 
instead of every three months. Prison privileges were to be earned by good conduct, but new prisoners, regardless 
of the nature of their offense, still had to spend a year under the harshest regime, locked up in their cells and 
allowed out for only one hour a day. 
 

The Right to Monitor 
The Pro-Human Rights Association (Asociacion Pro-Derechos Humanos, APRODEH), which played a prominent role in 
bringing human rights violations to public attention, suffered harassment, including persistent surveillance and 
anonymous death threats.  The threats coincided with APRODEH=S assistance to the beleaguered judges and police 
captain Julio Salas.  On August 14, APRODEH staff received five threatening phone calls asking about Judge 
Minaya, insulting them and threatening to make them Adisappear@. Later that afternoon a black Volkswagen 
followed Minaya=s car when she visited APRODEH=S Lima office. When APRODEH staff questioned the driver, he 
confirmed that he was following the judge.  On September 4, a man turned up at the office claiming to bring a 
message in an envelope from Judge Minaya. The letter was an anonymous  warning to APRODEH=S director, 
Francisco Soberón, not to meddle in the case of police Cap. Julio Salas and accusing both Salas and Soberón of 
accepting a bribe of $30,000 from Baruch Ivcher. AStop meddling in what does not concern you, you have been 
warned, son of a bitch,@ the letter said.  The same person left another letter in the home of María Jesús García 
Sánchez, Salas=s companion, accusing Salas of treachery and threatening to kill him Alike a dog.@  On the 
following day, Soberón, María Jesús García,  Salas=s lawyer Dr. Miro Toledo, and Sofía Macher, executive secretary 
of Peru=s respected nongovernmental human rights umbrella group, the National Coordinator of Human Rights 
(Coordinadora Nacional de Derechos Humanos, CNDH) held a press conference to denounce the threats. Two hours 
later, each of them received a threatening phone call from a women who announced that she personally would kill 
María Jesús García. The latter received three messages on her beeper from a person impersonating Soberón 
summoning her to an urgent meeting.  
 

The Role of the 

 International Community 
 

United States 
The United States ambassador in Lima, Dennis Jett, assumed a higher profile on human rights and civil liberties in 
1997 than has been embassy practice in previous years,  a gratifying step away from the policy of quiet diplomacy 
we have criticized in the past.   Jett=s timely interventions may have helped avoid a deteriorating human rights 
situation becoming much worse. On at least six occasions Jett spoke out on human rights issues, including torture, 
freedom of the press, due process in anti-terrorist trials, and judicial independence. On April 9, for example, 
Jett told reporters who questioned him on the La Rosa case that a prompt investigation of the torture could 
improve Peru=s international image. One month later, military justice officials announced that four officers had 
received eight-year sentences by military courts, an unprecedentedly swift response.  The ambassador described the 
dismissal of the three Constitutional Court judges as Adefinitely a step backwards in the process of consolidation 



of Peruvian democracy.@    On the Ivcher case, State Department spokesperson Nicholas Burns accused the 
government of depriving Ivcher of his Peruvian nationality for political reasons and pointed out that Athis action 
raises fundamental questions about freedom of the press and of expression.@ 

Though these interventions were poorly received by the Peruvian government, they set an important tone for 
Peru=s relations with the United States, reminding Peruvian authorities that the U.S. would not be silent on human 
rights in exchange for cooperation in other spheres, such as economic policy and anti-narcotics efforts.  

However,  the United States= role in Peru was marred by a continuing ambiguity concerning its relationship 
with Vladimiro Montesinos, de facto head of the SIN.  Montesinos, who is reported to have worked for the Central 
Intelligence Agency,  is widely seen in Peru as enjoying Washington=s support, a notion that the United States did 
nothing to dispel. Moreover, Washington reportedly maintains a covert assistance program with the SIN to combat 
drug trafficking.  This apparent liaison with a unit deeply involved in anti-democratic activities undermines the 
impact of public statements made by Jett and the State Department.  
 
European Union 
The European Parliament issued a strong resolution on July 22 calling on the Fujimori government to reinstate the 
magistrates of the Constitutional Court who had been dismissed by the Congress; to guarantee freedom of 
expression; and to abolish the practice of torture.   
 
 

VENEZUELA 

    
Human Rights Developments 

As in previous years, human rights violations in 1997 were closely linked to the battle against crime in Venezuela=s 
cities. Facing the difficult challenge of policing the poor and increasingly crime-ridden neighborhoods that 
surround Caracas and other Venezuelan cities, security forces resorted to systematic abuses, including torture, 
extrajudicial executions, and the disproportionate use of lethal force. Time-honored methods used to cover up 
illegal killings, together with an antiquated legal system that obstructed prompt and impartial investigations, 
ensured that the perpetrators of these abuses tended to go unpunished. Despite efforts by government authorities 
to improve prison conditions, convicted prisoners and those awaiting trial continued to be held in circumstances 
that violated international standards. 

The pace of police abuses showed no sign of letting up from the prior year, as Venezuelan police forces, 
including the Technical Judicial Police (Policía Técnica Judicial, PTJ), continued to commit serious human rights 
violations, including summary executions. In some cases, police executed individuals thought to be dangerous 
criminals, or sought revenge for the killing of police agents. In other instances, police shot suspects fleeing 
arrest or the scene of a crime. In still other cases, police committed abuses unrelated to their police work, such 
as during fights or to settle personal grudges. According to the Network in Support of Justice and Peace (Red 
de Apoyo por la Justicia y la Paz, Red de Apoyo), police committed at least ninety extrajudicial executions between 
January and August, a figure that was comparable to the prior year=s tally.  

In investigating arbitrary killings by the police, Human Rights Watch found that many killings appeared to have 
been planned beforehand and that the police appeared to follow standard procedures designed to avoid 
accountability. Officers often wore hoods to protect identification, shepherded onlookers away from the scene 
beforehand, and fired guns into the air after the killing to simulate a firefight. To cover up abuses, they sometimes 
removed the corpse before crime-scene investigators arrived, on the pretext of taking the victim to a hospital, 
planted weapons or drugs on the victim, or removed his or her clothing and personal identification. Officers also 
intimidated relatives or witnesses to dissuade them from denouncing what they had seen.  In several cases, post-
mortem medical examinations performed by the Medical Legal Institute, a national forensic agency that is 



subordinate to the PTJ, failed to disclose information on the number and location of gunshot wounds. 
In a typical execution, PTJ officers killed José Gregorio Rondón on July 4 in his home in the Catia 

neighborhood of Caracas. The police arrived at 5:00 a.m., forced their way into the house, and overpowered Rondón, 
who was in bed on the first floor. His sister, Ana Rosa, saw him lying on the floor with a policeman=s foot 
pressed to his head, before the police locked her and her mother into a downstairs room, from where they heard 
shots fired. After releasing the two women,  police told Ana Rosa that Rondón had been shot because he had tried 
to resist arrest. They removed the body and took it to the morgue. The police arrested Rondón=s sister and took her 
to PTJ headquarters in Carabobo Park, where they threatened her with torture and imprisonment if she did not sign 
a statement incriminating her brother. 

Systematic police abuses were also reported from other states, such as Anzoátegui, on Venezuela=s Caribbean 
coast. At 6:30 p.m. on August 1, agents belonging to the Metropolitan Police (Policía Metropolitana, PM) detained 
Aníbal José Vargas, an eighteen-year-old soccer enthusiast, while he was training for a local team in a poor 
neighborhood in the city of Barcelona. According to local residents, the police confused him with a criminal, and 
despite the fact that Vargas showed them identification, one officer ordered another to shoot Vargas; the youth 
was shot at close range with an explosive bullet, dying almost instantly. The policeman responsible fired 
additional shots to simulate a gunfight. A police report issued to the press said that the victim had died in an 
exchange of gunfire. 

Although police authorities said that officers accused of committing killings had been detained or suspended 
pending judicial examinations, such investigations faced almost insuperable obstacles. A legal procedure unique to 
Venezuela allows cases against police to be sidetracked for long periods of time. Known as an averiguación de 
nudo hechoCa requirement that public officials undergo a preliminary investigation before an official criminal 
investigation can take placeCthese proceedings are intended to be completed within ten days but often languish 
for months or years. Their effect was to shield those responsible from prosecution, since criminal charges cannot 
be filed until the preliminary investigation is completed. Meanwhile, the officer can remain in service. Frequently, 
the police agency accused in abuse cases failed to respond to repeated orders from the courts for the information 
needed for the case to pass to trial. Moreover, until the official has been arrested and formal charges have been 
filed, court investigations remain secret. After several years of waiting for a result, relatives of victims of 
police killings told Human Rights Watch that they still had no access to the court=s findings. 

In addition to summary executions, torture continued to be used by police routinely in criminal investigations. 
According to a report issued in December 1996 by United Nations Special Rapporteur on Torture Nigel S. Rodley, 
security forces Aresort frequently to the use of torture as a method of obtaining information or as a punishment, 
especially among low-income sectors of the population, in a society characterized by high levels of crime.@ After 
publication of the special rapporteur=s report, the number of reported torture cases has significantly increased. 
During the first eight months of 1997, the Red de Apoyo documented  767 reports of torture or ill-treatment, an 
increase of more than 300 over the comparable figure for 1996. The police forces most frequently cited by the 
special rapporteur were the PM, which operates under the jurisdiction of the governor of Caracas; the PTJ, 
responsible to the minister of justice; the Directorate of Services of Intelligence and Prevention (Dirección de 
los Servicios de Inteligencia y Prevención, DISIP), which is subordinate to the interior minister; and the various 
state police forces, which are responsible to state governors. 

Luis Evelio Quintero, a driver for a food company, reported that he was unjustly detained and tortured by PTJ 
agents to get him to confess to a robbery he did not commit. On February 4, Quintero=s truck was hijacked, and he 
and another man in the truck were dumped on a highway east of Caracas, after which they reported the crime to 
the PTJ in nearby Guarenas. On February 28, another truck from the same company was robbed. The owner went to 
the PTJ to denounce the theft, and the PTJ subsequently arrested both Quintero and his driving partner, took them 
to the PTJ station in El Llanito, Miranda state, and held them in detention for eight days, the maximum permitted by 
the law. During this time, they were taken in the evenings to a deserted house some thirty minutes from the police 



station. They beat Quintero and applied electric shocks all over his body. After handcuffing his wrists behind his 
body, on several occasions they hoisted him in the air and let him hang for thirty minutes. As a result of the 
hanging, Quintero=s left hand was paralyzed.   

José Francisco Palencia Ruiz, a nineteen-year-old former volunteer fireman who worked at a forestry station, 
was detained on July 8 by members of the Baruta municipal police and tortured to get him to confess to robbing a 
safe deposit box in the station. Palencia was handcuffed and hung by the cuffs from a beam, while he was beaten 
and kicked in the stomach. A plastic bag was put over his head several times while the police tried to force him 
to confess. At one point his torturers beat him repeatedly to get him to confess to having stolen a larger 
amount of money.  

The PTJ could hold suspects for eight days before placing them at the disposal of a judge, an excessively long 
period that provided ample opportunity for mistreatment. In any case, the time period was often ignored. Human 
Rights Watch is not aware of a single torturer who has been punished, despite ample documentation on torture 
cases prepared by Venezuelan and international human rights groups. Among the many factors contributing to 
impunity was the subordination of the Medical Legal Institute to the PTJ, one of the police agencies most 
frequently implicated in torture. In addition, cursory and slipshod examinations and the fact that autopsies are 
secret make evidence of torture difficult to prove. Another factor was the Anudo hecho@ procedure; often, the 
procedure was delayed so long that the crime became subject to a statute of limitations before the preliminary 
investigation was completed and charges could be filed.  

Overcrowded, understaffed, physically deteriorated, plagued by official corruption and abuse, and rife with 
weapons, guns, and gangs, Venezuela=s prisons languished in a seemingly permanent state of crisis.  Although the 
Ministry of Justice, charged with administering the country=s prison system, took some steps toward reform, the 
prisons= overall structural problems were not noticeably eased. The January closure of the violent and overcrowded 
Retén de Catia prison, although it eliminated a notorious symbol of the country=s prison woes, exacerbated 
overcrowding at the remaining penal facilities in Caracas.  Nationally, with over 25,000 inmates crammed into 
thirty-two penal institutions, the prison population continued to far exceed the available capacity. 

Most notable among the prisons= chronic problems was their extreme violence, which remained at the highest 
levels in the region.  According to newspaper accounts, eighty-two prisoners were killed during the first eight 
months of the yearCa number that, while shockingly high, represented a substantial decline from previous years.  
One of the most violent prisons was Tocuyito, in Valencia, where at least twenty-nine prisoners were 
killedCmany by gunshotsCbetween January and September.  In Tocuyito and other prisons, such killings were 
almost entirely the product of inmate-on-inmate violence.  Heavily armed, and supervised by a small number of 
untrained, underpaid guards, the prisoners themselves effectively controlled the prisons, as even the minister of 
justice publicly acknowledged. 

The year was punctuated by exceptionally brutal outbursts of prison violence. On August 28, a surprise attack 
of one group against its rivals at El Dorado prison, a remote jungle facility in southeastern Venezuela, resulted 
in twenty-nine dead and numerous injured.  Even prior to the violence, the deplorable conditions of the ACasa 
Amarilla,@ the area of the prison where the murders took place, had led the Public Ministry to call for its 
closure. 

The prisons= severe overcrowding and unhygienic conditions, combined with their appalling lack of medical 
care, encouraged the emergence and spread of disease.  Tuberculosis was the most common illness, according to 
the Public Ministry, which in August reported 1,011 confirmed cases in the prisons.  In May, cholera broke out in 
Sabaneta prison, a densely populated, decaying facility in western Venezuela: eighty-five prisoners reportedly fell 
ill, while almost 600 others required treatment.  Cases of cholera were also reported in La Planta prison in July 
and in El Rodeo II in September. In a promising effort to stem the spread of disease, the government of Miranda 
state instituted a pilot project of sending large medical teams into local prisons for short-term sweeps, 
conducting tests, providing vaccinations, and distributing much-needed medical supplies.  



In the wake of the El Dorado prison massacre, the new minister of justice, who was appointed in March, 
promised that in less than a year the prison crisis would be brought under control, and described an array of 
measures meant to accomplish this goal, including the development of a new corps of prison guards who would be 
better paid and better trained. Given the lackluster history of Venezuelan prison reform efforts, however, such 
claims must be judged on the strength of their results rather than on the encouraging scope of their ambition. 
The Ministry of Justice did, in June, conduct a detailed census of the prison population, a first step toward 
classifying prisoners to separate pre-trial detainees from convicted offenders, and first-time petty criminals 
from dangerous recidivists.  It also established a new prison ombudsman=s office, a post with greater independence 
than provided previous such monitors. 

Over two-thirds of the Venezuelan prison population was made up of pre-trial detainees and others at some 
stage in the criminal justice processCpeople who might be incarcerated for several years before being acquitted 
of the charges against themCindicating that a durable solution to Venezuela=s prison crisis required action from 
other government authorities as well.  In particular, the country=s criminal justice system was in need of radical 
reform, an effort implicating the legislature and the judiciary, among others. 

Minister of Justice Hilarión Cardozo acknowledged the gravity of the situation in the country=s prisons and 
agreed to proposals on prison reform made by the Forum for Life, a consortium of nongovernmental organizations. 
However, the government agreed to implement only a few of the forum=s overall recommendations.   

Local human rights groups reported indiscriminate arrests, torture, and arbitrary killings in Apure state, 
along Venezuela=s border with Colombia, where constitutional guarantees continued to be suspended due to 
incursions by Colombian guerrilla groups. On February 6, for example, National Guard (GN) troops shot dead Juan 
José Rodríguez Bastidas, a teacher, and Jesús Castellanos Vasco, a three-year-old Colombian boy, when they were 
traveling by boat down the Arauca river. The shooting occurred an hour after an armed cross-river clash between 
the GN and Colombian guerrillas. As the boat went past a GN river control post, the police opened fire,  claiming 
afterward that they had been responding to shots fired from the Colombian bank.  However, according to witnesses, 
no shots from the Colombian side preceded the GN attack, and the police gave no warning prior to opening fire. 
Four other passengers in the boat were wounded. On the same day, GN troops shot dead Ignacio José Briceño, a 
twenty-eight-year-old cattleman, when he failed to heed an order to halt at a GN mobile control post in El 
Molino. 

Having attracted considerable criticism in 1996 for human rights violations, the Venezuelan government took 
some steps in 1997 to put human rights on its policy agenda. In contrast to prior years, the government publicly 
recognized that human rights violations took place in the country. President Caldera officially dubbed 1997 the 
AYear of Human Rights@ and announced the formation of a National Commission of Human Rights (Comisión Nacional de 
Derechos Humanos, CNDH), composed of key cabinet ministers and the governor of Caracas.  He instructed the 
commission to formulate a Anational agenda@ on human rights.  Unlike national human rights commissions or 
ombudsmen in other Latin American countries, however, the Venezuelan CNDH was not given powers to investigate or 
make recommendations on individual cases of human rights violations. Its role was limited to coordinating 
information between ministries on human rights issues, responding to intergovernmental human rights bodies, and 
acting as a liaison with domestic monitoring groups. By October, the CNDH still lacked a secretariat, staff  and 
budget, and had met only on five occasions. In a positive development, the Supreme Court declared unconstitutional 
a 1956 law, called the Law of Vagrants and Undesirables, that allowed authorities to detain people administratively 
for up to five years. Frequently, the law had been used to detain unemployed people or others deemed undesirable. 

One of the first meetings of the CNDH was held to discuss an official reply to the U.S. State Department=s 
Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 1996. The twenty-three-page Venezuelan government response, 
released on February 4, accused the United States of supplanting the supervisory competence of the human rights 
bodies of the United Nations and the Organization of American States, and implied that the State Department 
report was flawed because it presented facts out of context and ignored the instability of Venezuela=s recent 



past. 
In another international arena, Venezuela=s response to a treaty banning landmines was troubling. Of eighty-

nine countries that took part in negotiations to draft a convention on a comprehensive ban on the weapons, 
Venezuela was one of four that indicated that it was unlikely to sign the treaty, which was approved in 
September. 
    

The Right to Monitor 
Members of the Human Rights Office of the Vicariate of Puerto Ayacucho, state of Amazonas,  came under attack 
for their work on behalf of the Amazonian Indians. During the last week of May, local politicians and some 
members of the regional government, who were trying to frustrate the drafting of a law to protect Indians= land 
rights, launched a series of attacks against the Vicariate in the press and on the radio, accusing its members of 
promoting divisions and violence between Indians and white settlers. On May 27, a vehicle belonging to Luis Jesús 
Bello, the general coordinator of the Human Rights Office, and another that belonged to a Salesian nun were 
damaged when acid was thrown on them.  

On June 7, an unidentified person in the street insulted and threatened an engineer working for the office. 
On June 9, the Superior Court of Puerto Ayacucho ruled that a lawsuit filed by the Public Ministry of Amazonas 
State against the Human Rights Office for Ausurpation of functions@ was unwarranted and ordered that it be 
dropped. 

The government sought to improve its relations with the country=s large network of nongovernmental human 
rights organizations. During 1996 and in earlier years, government officials had often tried to discredit and 
stigmatize the local groups. During 1997, however, the organizations were invited to participate in meetings with 
government officials to contribute to a list of needed human rights reform measures. The first of these meetings 
took place on July 4, when the Forum for Life met ministers and lower-ranking officials and presented a detailed 
list of recommendations, and the Forum for Life welcomed the meeting as a first positive sign. 
 

The Role of the United States 
The Venezuela section of the State Department=s Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 1996 painted an 
accurate picture of the serious human rights situation in Venezuela.  The U.S. Embassy chose not to intervene in the 
debate caused by the publication of the CNDH=s response to the State Department human rights report. Human Rights 
Watch learned of no public pronouncements made by the United States on human rights issues. 
 
Relevant Human Rights Watch report: 
Punishment Before Trial: Prison Conditions in Venezuela, 3/97 
 


